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The Practical and The Promising 

Although overall energy demand in 
the U.S. dropped slightly over the 
last decade, the use of electricity 
actually rose more than 20 percent. 
This electrification trend has gone 
on throughout the century and is 
expected to continue. The United 
States Department of Energy recently 
reported that "the economy is very 
likely to turn increasingly to electric
ity for its energy requirements." 

-

As this reliance on electric energy 
continues to grow, all the resources 
that can generate electricity are being 
examined. Some of the alternatives 
are discussed here. Others, like fusion 
and ocean thermal energy conver
sion, may play a role in the more dis
tant future. 

SOLAR. In some respects, solar 
energy has begun to pay off. For the 
heating of water, solar systems are 
now economically competitive in 
some regions of the U.S. with plenty 
of sunshine. Also, there are new 
buildings benefiting from "passive" 
solar designs. They utilize the sun 
through nonmechanical means 
such as skylights and heat-storing 
rock beds. 

For the generation of electricity, 

however, solar technologies are in 
early stages of development. Although 
some limited uses are being made, solar 
electricity is still too expensive for 
widespread practical use. 

One possible system is the solar
thermal electric station, or "power 
tower." A small solar-thermal plant in 
the Mojave Desert uses a large field of 
mirrors to track the sun and focus its 
heat onto a centrally mounted steam 
boiler that drives a turbine-generator. 

Another solar electric technology 
is photovoltaics. It uses silicon or 
other semiconductors to convert the 
sun's rays directly into electricity. 
Researchers are working on increas
ing the efficiency and reducing the 
high costs of photovoltaics. 

WIND. Wind power, like many 
alternative energy sources, depends 
on geography. It is most promising in 
the Great Plains, in mountain passes, 
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and along coastal areas, where winds 
are strong and steady. 

Some of the larger wind projects 
have had problems. But they are 
being addressed, and utility compa
nies today are involved in well over 
100 wind-power research projects. 
California's Energy Commission has 

Reliability and strength of the wind play 
an important role in the location of "wind 
farms'' like this one in Altamont Pass, east of 
San Francisco. Wind generators are spread 
over hundreds of acres of land. 

predicted a wind-power potential 
of 1000 megawatts for the state by 
the year 2000, if current trends con
tinue. That's the equivalent of one 
major electric power plant, or ap
proximately 2 percent of the state's 
present electrical capacity. 

GEOTHERMAL. The internal heat 
of the earth is another energy source. 
Geothermal energy is captured from 
hot water or steam created by hot or 
molten rock. 1300 megawatts of geo
thermal electric capacity are now 
available in this country, mostly in 
California. 

HYDRO. Falling water generated 
almost 14 percent of the nation's 
electricity last year. Most U.S. sites 
for large-scale hydro projects are al
ready in use, but there is potential for 
further development of low-head or 
"minihydro": the use of small and 
medium-sized dams, either newly 
built or upgraded. By 1985, there 
may be about 400 new small-scale 
hydro projects, largely in the North
east. Like other energy sources, 
though, hydro has limitations. These 
include the environmental changes 
that can be caused by damming a 
river, as well as the uncertain relia
bility of power that is fed by rain 
and snow. 

BIOMASS. This term refers to a 
wide variety of fuel sources, includ-

t"~ ing plant and animal waste, wood, 
algae, and garbage. The largest user of 
biomass in the U.S. today is the forest 
products industry, which gets about 
50 percent of its energy from wood 
wastes. Another form of biomass is 

methane gas produced from decaying 
organic materials. 

Some of our important energy op
tions involve not new production 
technologies but more efficient ways 
of delivering and using energy. So 
conservation methods, including in
dustrial cogeneration, will also help 
meet our energy needs. 

With all of America's energy alter
natives, it's easy to forget how much 
of our electric power will still be 
generated from conventional fuels. 
The Department of Energy projects 
that by the year 2000, over 80 per
cent of the country's total electricity 
generation will still come from the 
abundant domestic resources of 
coal and uranium. 

Oil and natural gas are more val
uable fuels for transportation and 
manufacturing than for burning in 
power plants. Also, these fuels, espe
cially oil, are subject to uncertainties 
over price and future supply. 

On the other hand, we have 
enough coal to last hundreds of years. 
Coal will remain our dominant 

We have enough coal in the US. to last hun
dreds of years. It is estimated that by 1990, 
elet:tric utilities will be burning over 780 
million tons of coal a year to supp~y more 
than half of Anu.>rica 's electricity. 

source of electricity. And advanced 
technologies such as coal gasifica
tion and fluidized-bed combustion are 
creating new ways to burn coal cleanly. 

To secure a well-balanced supply 
of energy, America is also relying on 
nuclear power. Aside from the 80 
plants already generating nuclear 
electricity in the U.S., 56 more have 
been granted construction permits by 

ELECTRIC UTILITY ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
(Quadrillion Btu's per Year) 

1990 2000 

COAL 

NUCLEAR 
2-9 

HYDROPOWER I 2:8'. ~.2 3.7 

NATURAi.GAS t 3c7 .2.9 2.0 

OIL I 2.2 l.8 1,0 

GEOTHERMAL, I 
BIOMASS .08 0.3 ~),7 

SOLAR, WIND I ·- 0,05 0-9 
Source: Energy Projections to the Year 2(){)(), July 
1982 l!pdate, U.S. Deparrment of Energy, 8182. 

The Department of Energy foresees sizable 
growth for both nuclear energy and coal in 
this country's electrical future. 

the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis
sion. And they are being built. 

A steady and secure supply of 
electricity is critical for a healthy 
economy. Some of the alternative 
energy sources discussed here may 
eventually become significant con
tributors to America's electrical sup
ply, depending on what part of the 
country you live in. Some may not. 
Whatever the future holds, we need 
to take advantage of the domestic 
energy resources already within 
our reach. We need to understand 
not only the electricity potential 
of tomorrow, but the electricity 
realities of today. 

r-------------------------, For a free booklet on Energy Options and I 
the electrical future of America, send this : 
coupon to: I 

U.S. Committee for Energy Awareness : 
P.O. Box 37012 I 
Washington, D.C. 20013 : 

I 
I 

1NAME : 
I I 
I I 

:ADDRESS : 
I I 
I I 
: CITY STATE __ ZIP ___ : 

: c::==i: 
L-------------------------J 



Changes in Perspective 
Through Torah Encounters 

Exposure to the truths of Torah can put into motion changes in perspective that bring about 
radical alterations in the goals a person sets for himself and, subsequently, how he leads his life. 
In the pages that follow, we offer several glimpses at how these changes take place: as viewed by a 
teacher of Torah-and experienced by him as well, for no one remains untouched by a Torah 
encounter; as seen by a former companion to a ban vivant-cum-ball teshuva; as perceived by 
distressed parents of a former honors student in college, who was bitten by the "teshuva bug"; as 
expressed by a young man leaving his Reform-Jewish parents for a religious life in Israel; and as 
recorded in several exciting books. Read on, experience the encounter ... and risk change. 
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Through.Torah Encounters 

Hillel Belsky 

lhe Sunday Night Class 
Growing Together in Memphis 

The Undetected Evolution 

It happened suddenly. No, I suppose it happened 
slowly, very slowly perhaps, but because I was central to 
the evolution that was taking place around me, it took 
me the longest to be aware of the full impact of what 
had happened. 

It all began three years ago. I am a Rebbe in the 
yeshiva here and I was really quite isolated from the rest 
of the community. It is a small yeshiva, and there was a 
large gap between it and the world outside. There was a 
lot of defensiveness on the part of outsiders: fear, 
vulnerability, even hostility-the kind one feels when 
he is an outsider. I for my part wanted to share with 
these people-bring them in, establish dialogue with 
them. But how, from within a yeshiva, does one estab
lish diaglogue with outsiders? I hadn't been invited to 
speak anywhere, and for the most part was known to 
the outside world simply as one of the "Yeshiva People." 

There was only one way. It struck me as both 
extremely difficult and shockingly simple: Go out on a 
limb, risk it ... and for me, risks don't come easily. Start 

Rabbi Belsky, a m1<1mnch of Mrs1t'111 f!:ahhr Clw1m lla/111. i< a memlirrof 1111' 

forn/f.t1 of !hr Yrslr1N1 of thr Siiullr rn 1\1nnpl11s. and rondurl.' !Irr Srmday Ni;.: ht 
c1n.,, 

a class-perhaps people would come, perhaps they 
wouldn't. But they certainly wouldn't come if there 
were no class. 

The word spread and people responded. The class was 
open to couples and dSSumed no previous background. 
That meant only that we would use no text, but the 
promise was implicit that the Parshas HaShavua would 
also satisfy the more intellectually-ambitious student. 
I had been a student for many years at Yeshivas Rabbi 
Chaim Berlin, and was eager to share and transmit the 
Maamorim and the legacy I had absorbed. The weekly 
Parsha would be the vehicle. 

And so it began. Some twenty people showed up to 
the first class in a city where a turnout of ten is consi
dered significant. It was the middle of Elul and we talked 
about Rosh Hashana: the shofar, its power to recall 
impressions on the soul made long ago, re-creation, and 
rebirth. Accustomed to Bible classes that revolve largely 
around current events, or a moral point only vaguely 
related to the Parsha, the group did not know what to 
make of this. They felt deeply complimented that some
one would excite their intellects when they were so 
ignorant of Jewish matters, and they responded weekly 
with a free flow of questions. 

The weeks flew by as if they were days. The people 
kept coming back talking of "The Sunday night class." 
But many of the people were strangers to each other, 
united only by the fact that they attended the same 
class. This went on until their personal lives began to 
touch the class. 

No More Strangers in the Class 

It was a year after the class had begun. Some of the 
original people had dropped out, for various reasons. 
Others had joined. But Amos's bris was a turning point. 
We were transformed from a class to a family. Amos is 
an Israeli fellow known to Jewish Observer readers from 
my wife's article about that bris ().0. Feb. 1982): He 
didn't think his son needed a bris because it was unlikely 
that this child would grow up very Jewish. But we, 
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together, did make the bris, and now we all had that 
experience in common. 

About the same time, the first shared crisis arose in 
our group. Terry had been unemployed and now his 
family needed to relocate. We began a long dialogue 
about it-painful hours of soul-searching about the 
move, his concerns for the future of his family, which 
had onJy become concerns since he became a member of 
the Sunday night family. 

Then came the Bar Mitzva of Richard's son. Richard 
invited his best friends, fellow students of the Sunday 
night class. 

The comfort and sense of unity, which was now a 
taken-for-granted facet of our group, began to be the 
trigger of a lot of growth. One by one, the men were 
beginning to wear tzifzis and tefillin, and to come to a daily 
shiur (lecture) in Gemora given at the Yeshiva for its 
regular students. Homes were being kashered. Forty peo
ple participated in the Yeshiva's Purim Seuda. (Some 
of our members have children in the Yeshiva and that 
helped bridge the gap.) Two cou pies had to be remarried 
because they had married nearly twenty years earlier 
with borrowed rings .... Lunch breaks began to turn 
into crash courses in T aharas Hamishpacha (family purity), 
which my wife willingly gave. And more .... 

The Overflow 

What began as the Sunday night class now began to 
overflow into my week. There was the daily long
distance shiur in Mishnayos with Terry, the weekly Sefer 
Hachinuch sederwith Larry, the long Hashkafa (philosophi
cal) debates with Amos, and the numerous household 
she'eilos (queries) presented by the women. One year 
there was no class between Rosh Hashana and Yorn 
Kippur because of the calendar. Sherry called: "After 
facing Rosh Hashana with class, how do you expect me 
to face Yorn Kippur without a class?" 

Ed became regional president of Bnai Brith. "How can 
I bring more Yiddishkeil and halacha to Bnai Brith ?" he 
asked. 

The personal problems began overflowing. Problems 
with children, marriage, health, money, and ignorance 
began making their way to my office between classes. 

We remained woven together from year to year with 
our parties. In addition to simchas, we had Purim parties, 
and a party each year on the anniversary of the class's 
founding. My wife gives good parties, and each one 
helped reinforce that we did, in fact, all feel like a family. 
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My only son was BarMitzvaduring this time. To me, 
of course, it was a momentous occasion, and I had to 
share it with the Sunday night class, by then my closest 
friends. One by one they called me afterwards-not 
only to thank me, but to express, each in his unique way, 
what he had learned. 

But this is all background. I had referred to what 
seemed like a sudden happening. What was taking place 
in my involvement in teaching, that I had not perceived 
as keenly as I might have? 

Sudden Evidence: Gradual Change 

Rosh Hashana was approaching once again. I wanted 
to review some of the old Torah thoughts. Only this 
time, I didn't do much of the talking: Again, the shofar. 
Again, the impressions it evokes.-That's about all I got 
to say. Amos wanted to talk, as did Mel, and Sherry, and 
Norman. Irv and his wife are new. They sat spellbound. 
Every time they leave this class, they feel like doing a 
mitzva, she had told me. But tonight they were silent. ... 
Norman wanted to tell us his perspective. "I don't 
understand a lot of things," he said, "but this I must tell 
you. I have a lot of faith. Whatever I do understand is an 
improvement over how my world looked before." His 
face radiated as he spoke, his tzilzis dangling proudly like 
the medal the Mishna Brurah describes them as being .... 
Amos has trouble with faith. A perfectionist and a bril
liant logician, he keeps fighting. 

"Why do you keep coming?" Marsha asked him. 
"Because he makes sense," he replied, pointing to me. 
"But do you internalize any of it?" she persisted. 
"I must," he said, "or I wouldn't get so angry." 
Mel had something to say to Amos and to all of us: 

"Where I'm coming from, a lot of this sounds like rnishi
gasas. But one thing I've learned. One must keep an open 
mind to everything you say. At least an open mind .... " 

Cathy tried to put it together. A righteous convert, 
she spoke from beneath her fiche/: "You know, we have 
many experiences in our lifetime, many thoughts. They 
come and they go. When you learn, you are able to 
understand these thoughts, these emotions." 

Amos uncharacteristically agreed. "I guess so," he 
said. "Maybe my neshama does have a life of its own that 
my body doesn't know about. I am a sinner. But you say 
I stood at Sinai ... who knows." 

It was Sherry who seized my attention the next day. 
"Don't you see what happened?" she insisted. 

"It's hard," I replied, "because it's happening to me, 
too." : .. 1 

Thi· Jrwish Obsi•rprr I Nr11em/1rr, /<J83 
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(Amos Keinan, dean of Israeli's 
controversial leftist columnists, was a 
leading voice of the "Canaanite" move
ment which sought to separate Israel 
from the Jewish people. His political 
columns in HAARETZ. OLAM 
HAZEH and YEDIOT ACHRONOT 
have stirred storms in his country for 
more than three decades. lka Yisraeli, 
the founder of the Israeli department 
of Ohr Somayach, was a good friend 
of Amos in his "old days." This trib
ute lo lka and his new way of life 
appeared in the August 8, 1983 
issue of Yediot Achronol.) 

My friend, lka Yisraeli, studied art 
in Paris and was an artist in Paris. 

He sat in every cafe in Montpar
nasse and danced in all the disco
teques of San Germaine. When he 
finished dancing in Paris he returned 
to Tel Aviv. He was a sojourner in 
Tel Aviv, and like so many sojourn
ers before and after him he was a 
glamour boy, a playboy, a leader of 
the pack. If there was something 
that Ika didn't do, then that thing 
just wasn't done in the glamorous 
playboy w0rld' 

Then one day he left it all and 
went to a Yeshiva to study Torah. 

Today the old Jka Yisraeli no 
longer exists. It is not only that he 
has become religious; he has been 
born anew. The new Ika Yisraeli is 
simply not the man he once was; he 
is another man. Not only because he 
is well versed in Torah, not only 
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Amos Keinan 

"OHR SOMA YACH'': 
Joyful Light 

because he scrupulously observes all 
613 mitzvot, but because his face is 
aglow and he has a light in his eyes. 
Glamour does not shine. Glamour 
can only reflect light. Play is not 
even capable of reflecting light. 

One day he appeared in my home 
complete with beard, kipa, tzitzit and 
black hat and we had a heart-to
heart ta1k. Since then, once or twice 
a year we meet. He tries to "con
vert" me, to make me believe in the 
Creator and His Torah, the true 
Torah. More than once we sat and 
talked a whole night until the time 
of the morning Shma arrived. He still 
has not given up on me. He still has 
not relented. He still has not suc
ceeded in making me a believer, but 
he has not given up, and I assume he 
never will. 

He once invited me to visit the 
Yeshiva of which, if it can be put 
that way, he is one of the leading 
figures-Yeshiva! Ohr Somayach 
in Jerusalem. I sat there an entire 
morning and another morning the 
next day, and had long talks with the 
students and their teachers and I 
saw something there which should 
be related. 

That something is the light in 
their eyes. The first thing you ob
serve in a person when you meet 
him is whether he has light in his 
eyes or darkness in his eyes. Dark
ness in the eyes is so widespread 
that you no longer notice it. Light in 
the eyes is so rare that it is impossi
ble not to notice it. I don't know 
where the light comes from, and I 
am not certain that anyone does. 

At Ohr Somayach I met people 
who had done just about everything 
throughout the entire world and 
had led fascinating lives. I met guys 
who served in elite units of the 
Israel Defense Forces, combat pilots, 
college students and members of 
kibbutzim and moshavim. The seri
ousness of their expression was off
set by their radiant smile. All of 
them, almost without exception, had 
that light in their eyes .... 

Jka Yisraeli, like all his colleagues 
in Yeshiva! Ohr Somayach, is a gen
tleman with a dignified approach. 
He neither shouts, noi abuses. He 
does not terrorize or throw stones. 
He does not preach; he explains, and 
does it gently. Even if I am an un
repentant sinner, in his eyes I am 
still considered a Jew, and he has not 
given up on me. He is certain and 
truly believes that one day I shall 
join him at Ohr Somayach. Al
though I feel this won't happen I am 
a little jealous of him. In my opinion 
I live a more difficult life than he 
does. I live in a world in which mean
ing is not a given; it must be created. 
Outside of myself there is no one to 
tell me "do" and outside of myself 
there is no one to tell me" do not." In 
my world, life is transient and death 
is final, and all you have is a soul 
which also will not remain. 

But, as I said before, I envy Ika a 
little, and perhaps a lot. I don't [see 
things his way] ... but if belief 
brought light to the eyes of Ika and 
his colleagues at Ohr Somayach 
then perhaps it is worthwhile. .~T 

translated by MICHAEL VINE 
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Concerns of a Parent-A Self-Analysis 
An Open Letter to Aish Ha Torah Parents 

from Harvey S. Hecker 

Background Notes 

This letter is written to share my experiences as a 
parent of a son attending Aish HaTorah, with the 
parents of other students. Perhaps some of my reac
tions will strike responsive cords, and indicate how I 
came to grips with a significant change in direction 
my son, Joel, had decided to make in his life. These are 
my observations, reflections and analysis, and 
although my wife Sheila joins with me in the conclu
sions, she arrived at them through a path that was not 
entirely coincident with my own. 

Sheila and I are born in Toronto, with both sets of 
parents having emigrated to this country approxi
mately 50 years ago from Poland and Romania. We 
are members of a Reform Temple, which we joined 
when our children were young. Our involvement in 
the Jewish Community and Temple activities is signif
icant from the cultural and charitable points of view. 
We have not been involved in the "religious" portion 
of Temple membership, although we do attend servi
ces from time to time and have always observed High 
Holidays. We do not keep a kosher home. 

From Resentment to Commitment 

Joel is 23 ye~rs and is a graduate of an Honours 
English Course in the University of Toronto .... Dur
ing Joel's last two years at the University of Toronto, 
he shared an apartment with Robert Shore, whose 
twin brother Philip had enrolled in Ai sh Ha Torah two 
years before. Robert and his family were taken aback 
by Philip Shore's decision to stay at Aish Ha Torah 
during a visit to Israel upon completion of his high 
school education. During the summer prior to their 
last year, Robert visited his brother Philip in Israel, 
and upon his return had obviously come to the con-

IO 

clusion that the life, values and philosophy taught at 
Aish Ha Torah had significant appeal to him. He estab
lished a study group every Monday night in his 
apartment at which Rabbi Shalom Schwartz, a gradu
ate of Aish HaTorah, participated. In the Fall of 1981, 
Joel participated in these weekly sessions, somewhat 
grudgingly, because they were held in his apartment. 
He resented the changes that Robert brought to the 
apartment-a kosher kitchen, constant discussion of 
G-d, religion, Torah, philosophy and values. 

During the fall, Joel decided he would like to spend 
a year in Israel to see if he wanted to make aliya. In 
spring 1982, he advised us that he would be looking 
for a job, possibly teaching English while there, but 
studying part time at Aish Ha Torah. As the summer 
approached, this gradually changed; he wished to 
spend all of his time studying at Aish. So, in the 
period of one year, Sheila and I found ourselves wit
nessing a change in Joel from one of reluctant partici
pation in study sessions, to a deep interest in the 
study of Torah at the Yeshiva. 

Was Joel Drifting Away? 

My first reaction was one of severe distress that he 
was interrupting (or possibly discontinuing) the edu
cational program that could lead to "an establishment 
career." I was uncomfortable because of the uncer
tainty regarding the end result of this change of direc
tion, and about his own personal goals, which seemed 
unclear. How was he going to earn a living? How was 
he going to get married and support a family? Five or 
ten years down the road, would he come to the 
unhappy realization that he had made a terrible mis
take and find himself without the necessary skills or 
tools to support the life style he would like to provide 
for his family?Would there be a change in his rela-
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tionship with his brother and sister, and with Sheila 
and me? How could we accommodate ourselves to 
this change? Would the family begin to separate and 
drift away from one another? 

All of these concerns and questions gave me some 
sleepless nights. I had to make a choice-what kind of 
advice should I offer my son? 

As a professional accountant, my career has taught 
me to try to be objective and look at all the alterna
tives. Although my first reaction was to fight Joel 
tooth and nail, and exert every possible influence I 
could bring to bear to change his mind, I decided that I 
had better look at the likely conclusions of such an 
approach. Creating an adversary relationship with Joel 
would only cause unhappiness for him and me. Our 
son is very sensitive to his parents' desires, and would 
like to please us within the boundaries of his own 
goals. I had no doubt that if I brought it to a show
down, he would continue to pursue what he consi
dered his best interest, but that I would make him 
very unhappy because of my lack of confidence and 
support. In addition, I would probably create self
doubt in his mind, which would not be conducive to 
rational and carefully analyzed decisions . ... Before I 
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could make a decision as to my reaction and my advice 
to Joel, I had better understand where I was coming 
from. 

Where Was I Coming From? 

1 spent several weeks, intermittently, thinking 
about my immediate reaction and trying to under
stand it. I came to the following conclusions: 

I had my own set of needs and goals; 
I had my own set of values and objectives; 
I had my own set of definitions for life-style and 
happiness. 

Many of them were conditioned by my family's finan
cial circumstances and my background. After my 
father died, when I was 14, my mother, three broth
ers and I had a very difficult time financially. 

Why have I looked back on all of this? To determine 
how my value system was created. It was created out 
of a need for financial security. It was created by a 
desire to know that I no longer had to concern myself 
about next week's income. Over many years I estab
lished attitudes towards life which created the boun
daries of my own needs. I wanted the comfort of an 

Photograph: Aish HaTorah 
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Through Torah Encounters 

establishment career. l wanted certainty. The bottom 
line was that I was conditioned during my teens and 
twenties to define life as based on the driving need to 
provide necessities. 

Truth was, I concluded, that I was bringing my own 
hang-ups to bear on Joel's decision. I had to realize 
that before I could deal with a different set of values 
and needs which Joel was interested in. Joel, like every
one, has his own hang-ups, but few of them are the 
same as mine. He didn't come from where I did. He 
didn't have those anxieties. He came from a home 
where there was financial security and where his 
vision was not confined by the needs of providing 
food and shelter next week. Those basics were taken 
for granted, leaving him free to look at all of the rest 
that life had to offer. 

Beyond Financial Uncertainties 

Joel has come to the conclusion that the necessities 
of life will somehow get looked after. He is not anx
ious about how he can live with that uncertainty. He 
can cope with that concern in a realistic way, but 
without it overpowering his life style and attitudes. 
Joel feels that Aish HaTorah will bring him a better 
quality of life and will permit him to learn-to teach
and to help Judaism survive. 

Once I was able to separate the goals I had envi
sioned for Joel coming from my own needs and value 
system, I was in a better position to evaluate his goals. 
I do not know whether or not Joel is going to con
tinue, and where he will be 4-5 years from now, but l 
came to the conclusion that his goals have value and 
that they were reasonable for him. As a loving parent 
I only had one alternative; to be supportive and con
siderate. I had an obligation to point out my concerns 
and to identify issues that I thought were relevant to 
me. It would then be up to him to determine whether 
they would be of consequence to him. I had enough 
confidence that over a period of time, my son would 
be able to distinguish his own career path, based on 
his needs and his goals, having considered my views 
and concerns. 

Not Losers, Drifters, or "Searchers" 

Joel left for Aish HaTorah in August, 1982. Sheila 
and I visited in February, 1983. We took the opportun-

*Based "48 Ways in Which Torah is Secured"-Avos, VI 
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ity of meeting many of the young students there and 
were impressed with their intellect and their motiva
tion. These young men were not losers or drifters or 
people who were trying to find themselves. For the 
most part, they were well educated, bright, young 
people who had a desire to live a quality of life based 
on a different value system from my establishment 
attitudes. They are motivated to ensure the survival 
of Judaism. 

We attended two classes given by Rabbi Weinberg 
on ''the 48 ways."* We found the lectures informative, 
meaningful, and certainly in tune with the conflicts 
and difficulties one meets in day-to-day living. We 
spoke to some of the young people who attended 
those classes. Time and again we were told that study 
of Torah gave them insight into dealing with their 
lives in a more meaningful way and into the quality of 
relationships with others. 

During our stay we hosted two Shabbat dinners and 
invited a number of the Yeshiva boys. The dinners 
were marked by enthusiasm and lively discussion and 
were followed by a lot of very joyous singing. At the 
end of each dinner, Sheila and l felt we had expe
rienced a very satisfying, warm and exhilarating 
evening. 

Not Every Question Has to be Tied Down 

By the end of our stay, we had had the opportunity 
of meeting with approximately 20 of those young 
people and had had deep conversations with several. 
In every instance, we found them thoughtful, highly 
motivated and enthusiastic. If this sample is represen
tative of the whole, then these young people are a 
credit to Judaism, and to their generation. In reading 
newspapers and magazines, and in viewing TV, we are 
very conscious of alternative life styles that are 
attracting young people today. The life style chosen 
by these young men and women can make any parent 
proud. 

Our visit left us with a greater comfort level. We 
found it very difficult to understand their views sur
rounded by our own establishment values. Visiting 
them in Jerusalem, at the Yeshiva in that very special 
city, in their own environment, gave us a better feel
ing of where they are going and what they are doing 
and why. We came home without having all our ques
tions answered but with the conclusion that life 
would unfold and answers would be forthcoming. Not 
every question has to be tied down instantly. !.'I: 

The Jewish Observer I November, 1983 



Dear Mom, 
I find it difficult to understand the 

family's reaction to our"conversion" 
to Judaism. Everyone would have 
been happier if Molly and I had mar
ried out of our religion (Jewish) or if 
we had become drug addicts. I am 
astounded at everyone's reaction! 

You should have realized that my 
coming around to Torah-true Juda
ism had been close at hand. As much 
as you tried to hide your own Jew
ishness, it always stood out. Let's 
face it, Mom. All your friends are 
Jewish. You were always happier in 
a somewhat Jewish community. 
Though you lived amongst the non
jews, you managed to stay with the 
Jews. Your language at home was 
Yiddish, whenever you wished to 
keep things from the children. Your 
involvement in the Temple, your lis
tening to Station WEVD; all pointed 
to your Jewish-consciousness. Mom, 
it is all there, the Jewishness sliding 
through the boards you tried to nail 
up. I remember, with less than 
fondness, how you felt that it was 
important for us to go to Sunday 
school, and the encouragment that 
you gave when I went on to be 
confirmed .... 

You have brought up my sordid 
past-the many things for which I 
am doing teshuva. But that is what is 
so wonderful about our religion. We 
have time right up to the end to 
return to Hashem, to look for and to 
be granted forgiveness. I am sure 
that when that time comes for me, I 
will still have a lot to work out. The 
burden will be a little less, though, 
and easier to handle. 

The Jewish Obsenier I Noiiember, 1983 

"Dear Mom" 

"I Have Found a Feeling of Family" 
I have found in Torah-true Juda

ism a feeling of family. That has 
brought Molly, Moshe and me 
closer. Shabbos is more than ab
staining from turning on and off 
lights, or driving to the local golf 
course. It is a time to reflect on fam
ily, your relationship with Hashem, 
and the time to look at yourself. 
Shabbos is more than what you are 
not allowed to do. It is WHAT YOU ARE 
SUPPOSED TO DO! Shabbos grants 
you the opportunity to sit around 
the table with your family, have 
three Seudos (meals) together, sing 
and learn Torah together. It is a time 
when you can close out the week 
and not allow any of the small and 
great tzores to bother you. Shabbos is 
an ISLAND of time where you can 
hide from the world and become a 
king in your own home. 

"I Know Nothing ... 
But More Than You Think" 

Last week, you intimated that I 
don't know anything about Torah
true Judaism, which, on the whole, 
is true. What I do know, though, is 
greater than you may imagine. My 
knowledge is growing daily, and 
what I am learning makes me love 
this religion even more .... How 
beautiful are the laws and all 613 
mitzvos that Hashem gave to us! 

Yes, in many cases, they are diffi
cult to carry out, but this is what 
makes us different from the others. 
These are the laws that have kept us 
as a people for the last 2000 years in 
the diaspora. No matter how many 
times they put a torch to us, we have 

managed to survive because of our 
laws and traditions. We cannot be
come like them. We cannot change 
the religion to be more like theirs. 
We cannot change something that 
Hashem gave us directly. just look
ing at the stamina of the people we 
call Jews is proof enough for me. 

We are living in a foreign land 
here in America, a land in which our 
very existence is threatened-not 
by another Holocaust, but by the 
very real threat of intermarriage. 
Through intermarriage the "S_'s" 
will be wiped out asa)ewishnamein 
less than a generation. There is just 
little Moshe to carry on our name 
according to the Jewish tradition. A 
pretty frightening situation, in my 
opinion. Sometimes when I hear 
you rage about my anti-Reform 
comments, I feel that you aren't too 
sure about Reform either. 

I do love you, and I will miss you 
when we go to Israel. We must go 
where it is safe to be a Jew and live as 
a Jew. I won't have to explain to 
Moshe why we don't have a Xmas 
tree, why we don't go hunting for 
Easter eggs, and why we don't sit on 
Santa's lap. To be brain-washed with 
the alien bologna on the television, 
radio, movies, and even in children's 
story books. I hope you understand 
me. I will talk to you soon. I hope 
that YOU have a chance to see what I 
am trying to say. 

With all the love in the world, 
Always 
Your son 1:r. 

(Excerpted from an authentic letter, submit
ted to JO by Rose Ort of Monsey, N.Y.) 
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The Age of Teshuva 
-a review article 

RETURN: An Extraordinary Experience 

Our age has been called the Age of Teshuva. From the 
intellectual, moral, and emotional turbulence of this 
century there have emerged, in ever increasing num
bers, Jewish souls in search of the ancestral verities that 
the preceding generations had rejected with impunity. 
This phenomenon inspires us with awe, and with grati
tude to the Giver of the Torah; but it is really hardly 
possible for us fully to understand the immensity of 
what the journey back to Torah entails. It is therefore 
an extraordinary experience to read Return by Prof. 
Herman Branover (Jerusalem-New York, 1982 Feldheim 
Pub. hardcover $6.95, softcover $4.95) This remarkable 
work is, in the first place, a fascinating autobiographical 
memoir, describing the author's path, from a conven
tional atheistic, scientific education in Russia to his 
present role as a world-famous scientist in Israel pro
claiming his faith in G-d, the Creator, and laboring to 
spread his convictions among all who would listen, par
ticularly his fellow emigrants from Russia (cf. his arti
cles in JO, April '70, Feb. '73). 

But beyond his deeply moving personal saga, there 
are many other facets to this book. His analysis of the 
problems of science and faith, and how the two must be 
correlated, should be required reading for anybody who 
is interested in science. His account of the valiant efforts 
by Jews of all stripes to preserve and develop their 
Jewish identity in Russia is very touching; at the same 
time, he makes clear the unique and very special part 
played by Chassidim, particularly Chabad, in keeping 
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Yiddishkeil alive in Russia-it was thus in those difficult 
years in Riga that the author's close ties to Lubavitch 
developed. 

There are many other subjects explored by Prof. 
Branover, which will be of great interest to the reader. 
Above and beyond all else, however, there is the insight 
that he provides into the process of Teshuva. He himself 
was concerned with this theme: "It was important for 
me to understand the motives driving these peop1e to 
Judaism and Torah, so that this spontaneous process 
could be intensified and stimulated" (p.107). The con
clusions at which the author arrives have significance 
for anybody concerned with spreading Yiddishkeil. Thus 
Return is not only a source of inspiration to the reader, 
and a revelation of a most outstanding personality, but a 
guide to many of the issues which the Jewish commun
ity faces today. 

(It is interesting and instructive to compare Prof. 
Branover's book with another work that appeared at 
just about the same time-Jacob Timmerman's The Long
est War, Israel in Lebanon. Timerman is a tragic figure. He is 
a liberal, persecuted in Argentina, who sought refuge in 
Israel. Thus, he, too, "returned," like Prof. Branover; 
but what a difference! Where Prof. Branover's disap
pointment with the secularism of Israeli society is bal
anced by his committment to the future of the nation of 
the Torah and his fervent efforts for the acceptance of 
Torah values, Timmerman's criticism of Israel today is 
venomous, and his liberalism leads him to total disap
pointment, almost paranoid hatred, and doomsaying. 
Truly a lesson in the real meaning of "return" to one's 
people.) 

The Jewish Observer I November, 1983 
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PATHWAYS: Lucid, Profound, and Comprehensive 

The needs of the Jew in turmoil are also addressed by 
another remarkable publication, Pathways, by Rabbi 
Shlomo Wolbe (Jerusalem, New York, 1983, Feldheim 
Puhl. $4.50). Subtitled, "a brief introduction to the 
world of Torah," this thin volume is an excellent trans
lation of "Ohr Lashon," a Hebrew work that had a great 
impact when it was published in Eretz Yisroel. Its three 
sections deal with pathways to faith, to the mitzvos and to 
avoda; but this listing of topics in no way does justice to 
the lucidity, profundity and comprehensiveness of the 
ideas presented. 

Rabbi Wolbe, long the Mashgiach of the Yeshiva in 
Beer Yaakov and an outstanding Mussar thinker and 
teacher, addresses this book to those far from a com
prehension of Torah; he leads his readers from their 
perception of the world around them to the deeper 
insights that Torah provides-hence the name, Path
ways. There is no preaching, no convoluted arguments, 
just logical step-by-step progression to the ultimate 
truths of Judaism. This volume will surely have a pro
found impact on all who read it. 

Obviously, there are additional topics one would have 
loved Rabbi Wolbe to discuss, for which such a thin 
work does not have space. Also, this reviewer would 
have like to have seen some other selections included in 
list of suggested further readings. But needless to say, 
the book, as it stands, is an outstanding work whose 
influence is sure to be most far-reaching. 

Nature Pointing to the Hand of G-d 

As Rabbi Wolbe points out, the beginnings of faith 
can be garnered from a contemplation of the wisdom 
revealed in nature; indeed, our forefather Avraham 
was led by the observation of the world to conclude that 
there must be a Creator. This point is made in scholarly 
and detailed fashion in another volume that is bound to 
serve as a source of inspiration to the searching mind: 
Our Miraculous World, by Dr. Paul ForchheimeF (New 
York, 1983, Chinuch Puhl. $3.95). The author, well 
known for his earlier writings, notably Living Judaism, 
wrote this slim work "to present a concise survey of 
current scientific views about the background of the 
human drama" and to compare them with the teachings 
of the Torah. In an eminently clear exposition he shows 
how the miracles of nature point to the hand of G-d, and 
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how secularism is really contradicted by the very facts 
of the world we live in. As shown by the index, a large 
number of scientific fields are touched upon. Where 
scientific theories propound ideas contrary to Torah, 
e.g. in the area of evolution, Dr. Forchheimer quotes 
from the relevant scientific sources to show that these 
ideas are purely speculative and subject to overwhelm
ing scientific and logical challenges. As suggested by the 
author, this book should be of value to teachers as well 
as to students and the general reading public, guiding 
them in how to view our world. 

Full and Scholarly, on the "lkarim" 

Central to the teachings of Judaism are the "Principles 
of Faith," the thirteen lkarim, as formulated by the Ram
bam. It is only logical that they are an important subject 
of study for the baa/ teshuva. Yet, not only for him. Very 
often even the Jew who grew up from childhood as a 
mifzva observer is far from clear about the exact meaning 
of the Ikarim and their significance. Rabbi David Bleich's 
With Perfect Faith, The Foundations of Jewish Belief 
(New York, 1983, Ktav PubL, $14.95/25-) provides a full 
and scholarly presentation of the lkarim. 

Each of the thirteen principles is introduced by the 
author, and there follow selections from the classical 
Jewish philosophical works (from the Emmunolh Vede'olh 
to Abarbanel's Rosh Amonoh) which help define its mean
ing. In the general introduction, Rabbi Bleich-whose 
previous works on both halacha and hashkafa have had 
significant impact on the American scene-deals with 
the question of how faith and belief can be commanded 
(drawing e.g. on Rabbi Elchonon Wasserman's essay on 
the subject), and what the place of specific principles of 
faith is in Judaism. 

This is, indeed, an excellently conceived and edited 
volume. It is only a pity that the author chose to limit 
himself to the scholarly exposition of the Thirteen Prin
ciples. However valuable this is, there would appear to 
be today a great need also for exploring their concrete 
relevance for our society and culture: the unity of G-d 
and what it means for our understanding of human 
suffering, the Holocaust, etc.; G-d's role as Creator and 
guide of the world, in relation to modern scientism; the 
place of prayer in world marked by reliance on individ
ual enterprise; etc. Perhaps we will one day see a com
panion volume, including more recent Rabbinic thinkers 
and dealing with the application of the Ikarim to the 
issues of our age. ~1'. 
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"And Yaakov dwelt in the land 
in which his father had sojourned" 
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Nissan Wolpin 

The Further Reforming 
of Conservative Judaism 

If our predecessors were angels, then we are mortals. 
And if we see them as mere mortals, then we are but 
donkeys, and not like the donkey of Rabbi Pinchas hen 
Y air I which instinctively obstained from eating forbidden 
grains).-Midrash quoted in Tosefos Chulin Sb 

The Jewish Theological Seminary of America made 
the news last October 23 by deciding to admit women to 
its rabbinical studies program, with the goal of ordina
tion in mind. While the decision does represent a radical 
departure from tradition, and is proving to be a source 
of dismay to a handful of more conservative Conserva.
tives, it was inevitable and is simply nothing more than 
one more manifestation of a basic lack of adherence to 
Mesorah-one more quake on the Ein-Ani-Ma'amin Fault. 

The Marks of Controversy ... and the Inevitability 

The marks of controversy were long there. When the 
idea was first put for a vote to the )TS faculty in 1979, it 
decided to postpone any action on the topic. But the 
Conservative rabbinical group, the Rabbinical Assem
bly, voted 156 to 115 for ordination of women just one 
year later. And so the tug of war has continued; the 
nearby 500 students at )TS are women and they were 
getting impatient in the wings*. 

This past summer, Conservative Congregation Beth 
Shalom of Clifton Park, NY, hired Reform-ordained 
Beverly Magidson as its rabbi, and the "liberal" wing of 
the Conservatives was bound to have its way. 

Yet, as The New York Times reported: 
A group within Conservative Judaism that opposed 

the action said after the vote yesterday that the decision 

"In the opinion of Amy Eilberg, a doctoral candidate in Talmud at 
the Jewish Theological Seminary: "The entry of women can only 
upgrade the level of the rabbinical school, which has long suffered 
from the steady drain of talented male candidates who choose more 
lucrative and respected careers in the professional and business 
worlds." (quoted in SH'MA, October 14, 1983) 
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"defies all norms of Jewish jurisprudence." The group, 
the Union for Traditional Conservative Judaism, issued 
a statement that challenged the way the matter was put 
to "popular vote of the seminary's entire teaching 
staff-few of whom would c)aim expertise in Halacha, 
a third of whom are not rabbis, some of whom are not 
even religious." 

The dissenting organization said it would convene 
its own panel of scholars to pass judgment on Jewish 
legal matters, and establish a journal that would serve 
as "an organ of Halachic opinion within the Conserva
tive movement." 

The group placed advertisements in various Jewish 
periodicals objecting to the decision, drawing on the 
opposition to ordination of women of the late Saul 
Lieberman, a highly regarded Conservative scholar, cit
ing the Talmudic dictum: "To whose words does one 
hearken, the words of the teacher or the words of the 
disciple?" 

Yes, the ordination of women is a blatant departure 
from the halachic norm, and inasmuch as it is a religious 

Future women rabbis to face 
the same standards as men 

By Adina Michaeli 
At the Jewish Theological Seminary, female ap

plicants (according to Chancellor Gerson Cohen) 
will be obligated to observe rituals previously 
deemed optional for women-such as the donning 
of the tallit and teflllin and prayer three limes daily. 

Cohen emphasized: "Women who accept those 
commandments and obligations should be on par 
with men." 

Cohen told students the next step in securing 
equality for women in the Conservative movement is 
permitting them to bear witness and become judges 
in a bet din-a step he will recommend that the 
United Synagogue of America law commission con
sider. 
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concession to the political demands of the Women's 
Liberation Movement, it is regrettable. Inasmuch as it 
will accustom the unlettered to one more deviation 
from tradition, it is truly unfortunate. And as it heralds 
the likely involvement of women in even more areas 
where halacha has unequivocally excluded them-po;;
sibly serving as binding "witnesses,., in marriages and 
divorces, for instance-it can have tragic implications, 
legitimizing the spurious. But, as Dr. Gerson Cohen, 
chancellor of the seminary describes the move: 

"We have been able to overcome inhibitions of ce~ 
turies and achieved a major step in the equalization of 
women in Jewish religious life," 

and as such, it is merely the application of an old principle 
of "overcoming inhibitions" to just one more area. 

The truth is that the Conservatives have never really 
been bound by "the words of the teacher," and any 
pretense that it does is only a nostalgic sniffle; or a 
reaction to the moment-of-truth realization on the part 
of some contemporary teachers that their words, too, 
will someday be passed over for those of a "more 
enlightened" spokesperson. 

Innovative Traditionalists or Conserving Reformers? 

In truth, Conservatives could never have been 
thought to be "the true keepers of the authentic trad~ 
tion, who preserve the legacy of constant interpreta
tion," as they claim. This results in judging them vis-a
vis the Orthodox-how much Orthodoxy are they 
maintaining and how much are they discarding? But 
that is unfair to the Conservatives. To do justice to 
them, they should be viewed and judged as Reformers 
with a penchant for conserving. 

-Reformers? Yes. The Conservatives long ago rejected 
the divinity of Torah, the validity of the Oral Law, the 
binding nature of Mesorah (the faithful transmission of 
Torah knowledge through the generations), and the 
axiomatic acceptance of the steady diminution of the 
generations since Sinai-all basic principles of faith. 
And all of these have been summarily dumped by the 
Conservatives from the start, as they were by the 
founders of Reform, a hundred fifty years ago. The 
Conservative difference lies only in its preservation of 
rituals, externals, and terminology, but nothing more. 

A Blatant Denial of Faith 

Never before was this as blatantly apparent as it was 
in this year's annual full-page display ad, which the 
Jewish Theological Seminary places in The New York 
Times, as well as in a number of Anglo-Jewish publica
tions. As in other years, the trappings of Talmudic 
scholarship are there this year, too: The heading is a 
reference to a Gemora in Menachos, wherein Moshe Rab
beinu found G-d crowning the letters of the Torah with 
faggim and was confused. G-d then transported him to 
the lecture hall of Rabbi Akiva who was explaining the 
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significance of the crowns with great erudition. Much 
to Moshe Rabbeinu's dismay, he did not understand 
Rabbi Akiva's explanation. Asks the Jewish Theological 
Seminary, 

"How could Akiva have known more than Moses, 
who met G-d on the mountain? Could we know more 
about G-d than Akiva?" 

And of course, it answers in the affirmative: 
"We CAN understand G-d's message better than 

Akiva. We have history, archeology, literature, philo
sophy, psychology, as well as Talmud and the thinking 
of our great scholars-the accumulated wisdom of 
humanity." 

Not only is the emuna enunciated in this ad totally 
ridden with fault (as we shall point out), the full-page
spread scholarship is also spurious, citing only how 
Moshe Rabbeinu was puzzled by Rabbi Akiva's erud~ 
tion-as "proof" that later generations can exceed their 
predecessors in Torah knowledge. For the Jewish Theo
logical Seminary's copywriter conveniently omits the 
telling close of the Aggadaic anecdote: 

Moshe did not understand what they (Rabbi Akiva 
and his disciples) were saying, and he felt faint. ... 
Later (as the lecture continued) his disciples asked, 
"Rebbe, from where do you know this?" "It is a halacha 
from Moshe from Sinai," he replied. And Moshe's com
posure was restored. (Menachos_Z9b) 

Clearly, this incident took place just "When Moshe 
ascended on high" (ibid), prior to his receiving of the Law. 
That forty-day intensive experience, culminated by the 
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Revelation to Kial Yisroel at Mount Sinai, is the pinnacle 
in the spiritual reach of the human species. All Torah 
knowledge, all transcendant experiences, flow from 
that watershed event, that peak encounter between the 
mortal and the Divine. It was then, toward the conclu
sion of the forty days, that he received the "halacha to 
Moshe at Sinai" which Rabbi Akiva later presented to 
his disciples. The human experience has been in steady 
descent ever since. 

The Basis for Maimonides' Principles 

This is the basis of three of Maimonides "Thirteen 
Principles of Faith" -that Moshe was the "Father" of all 
prophets before and since his time, that the Torah we 
possess is identical to that which was presented to 
Moshe, and that the Torah is eternal, unchanging, not 
subject to amendment. Neither shards of pottery found 
in Tel Makor nor flashes of inspiration that strike the 
denizens of Morningside Heigh ts can add to-or detract 
from-the profound insights of an Akiva or the revela
tions bestowed upon Moses. Do we, then, reconcile the 

--

Thirteen Principles of Faith with the advertisement that 
proclaims that we're getting more knowledgeable from 
generation to generation? 

We don't. The Conservative approach is-and always 
was-untenable with basic Emunah. As adherents to the 
faith explained by Rambam, we've long seen the Con
servatives on the other of the Emunah barrier. 

From the Pinpoint of Humility 

The sages relate wisdom with breadth of heart. Along 
these lines, Abaye said: "The earliest scholars had hearts 
as broad as a grand hall; their successors, broad as a 
passageway; as for us, the expanse of our hearts is as 
minute as a pin-prick.'' But through that tiny aperture 
pours a great bounty of kedusha and all the insight it 
entails. 

May these errant children "pierce their hearts with 
but a pin prick of return ... [and a dash of humility, too] 
... and I will create an expanse of a passageway where 
wagon loads of wisdom wiU pass" (Shir Hashirim Rabba 
V:3) (T 

Fifty Years Since the Chofetz Chaim ii~i:l't i'~ii 'i~t 
This past 25 Elol marked 50 years since the passing of 

the sainted Chofetz Chaim, Rabbi Yisroel Meir HaKohein 
Kaga·n, ; 11:tt. 

Readers, educators, and students will undoubtedly 
want to use the. occasion to refer to the printed words of 
the Choletz Chaim as well as to whatever has been written 
about this outstanding Torah personality, his ideas, ac· 
lions, and sayings. 

A special series of arUcles is now in preparation for 
appearance inThe Jewish Observer to mark this SOth 
Yahrzeit. In the meantime we would like to refer you to: 

A special 40 page edition of Dos Yiddlshe Yorton 
the. Chafetz Chaim, with biographical articles 
and fascinating photographs never before pub
lished. Yours for only $3.00. 

Or available absolutely tree of charge to new subscrib
ers to.Dos Yiddlshe Yort-$9.00 per year. 

Please use the coupon below. 

Dos Yiddishe Yort/S Beekman StreeVNewYork, NY 10038 
0 Enclosed please find $3.00 for the Chafetz Chaim Dos 

YiddiShe Yori with the 40 pages on the Chafetz Chaim. 

Q Enclosed please find $9.00 for my subscription to Dos 
Yiddishe Yori. Kindly send me my "Chafetz Chaim" 
edition free of charge. 

Name-------~------~~--

Address---------------~-~ 

City, State, ZiP-------,-'--------

Thr Jewish Obsrn,er I NoPl'mbcr, [983 

The Jewish Observer has publlshed a number of articles 
on the Chafetz Chaim; 

1. "One Hundred Years Since the Seier Chafetz 
Chaim"-a biographical article, by Rabbi Nasson 
Scherman-Jan. '72• 

2. "The Chafetz Chaim in Vienna"-ahecdotal appre
ciation, by Rabbi Nasson Scherman-Jan. 74•, 

3. "The Chafetz Chaim Responds. to a Letter to the 
Editdr"-April '68. 

4. ''The Chafetz Chaim and Moshiach Consciousness,'' 
a treatment of his Tzipisa Le'Yeshua, by Rabbi 
Elkanah Schwartz-October c74. 

5. "To Tell or Not to Tell?"-a discussion of halachos 
from SeferChofetz Chaim, by Rabbi Alfred Cohen
Sept. '76. 

•These are included in the ArtScrofl J udaiscope Book: 
The Torah Personatity-$12.95 hardcover, $9.95 soft 
cover. 

Any two reprints are available for $1.00, the complete 
set of five articles for $2.00-including postage and hand
ling. Special rates for bulk orders of ten or more. 
··--···--···-·····---·-··-·· ............................................................................ . 

The Jewish Observer 
5 Beekman Street/New York, NY 10038 

Enclosed please find $ · for 
___ c......copies of: 1 2 3 4 5 
(please circle your choice) 

Name~---.,.--------~--"--""'-

Address-----.,.-.,.--------~~~~ 

City, State, ZiP--------:--------
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The Jewish Observer is presenting the following discussion as part 
of an ongoing series of articles on the Jewish family and related 
topics: 

Avi Shulman • 
~· 

• J 

·1 
The Critical Parent's Guidebook 
Is criticizing children perpetual 'nudging,' 
or a life-long aid to growth? 

After what seemed like many years in a dentist's chair, I 
opened my eyes to signal the desperate need for a moment of 
relief. 1 noticed on the wall a caricature someone had playfully 
drawn of the dentist and whimsically entitled "Painle55 Dr. 
Smith." I pointed to the caricature and mumbled, "Painless?" 
He answered, "Doesn't hurt me a bit." 

Criticizing children has much in common with good 
dental care. Mostly unpleasant, vitally necessary, and 
greatly dependent on the attitude and sensitivities of 
both parties: dentist and patient/parent and child. Sen
sibly introduced, emotionally supported, and adminis
tered with sensitivity, good oral hygiene can give the 
person healthy, sparkling, trouble-free teeth for many 
years. Likewise, positive criticism, well-thought through 
and sensibly administered can help a child with attitudes 
that say "criticism helps me grow." 

Criticism-or as we euphemistically qualify it, con
structive criticism-is to many of us a never-ending bat
tle in which we find ourselves an unwilling participant 
or combatant. Especially during the child's formative 
years when natural curiosity gives way to exploration, 
life styles questioned and parental views tested, many 
parents view their primary role as critics. "Is it not my 
duty-or better stated, my sacred obligations to right 
wrongs, point out weaknesses and generally set them 
straight?" the parents emphatically say ... and the 
response is, "Yes, you are 100°/o right." 

The purpose, then, of this article is not to challenge 
the need for criticism-it's an inherent part of our 
expression of love and concern, in addition to being a 
mitzva of chinucli-but rather to discuss ways to make 
criticism effective. 

Like a Scalpel in a Surgeon's Hand 

Why should we be concerned with effective criticism? 
Because criticism often touches the most sensitive 

Mr. Avi Shulman is IHI author and lecturer on educational I hemes. He heads 
Torah Umesorah's S.E.E.D. and Aish Dos programs. This article is from a 
forthcoming book .. Gelling Children to Respond to Criticism." 
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chord of the human personality, the innermost psychic 
"spinal chord" which supports the entire fabric and 
make-up of the person. Criticism often touches on the 
child's self image-the raw material of which feelings, 
emotions and self confidence are shaped-and can have 
desirable or undesirable effects years or decades to come. 

To indiscriminately or thoughtlessly "dish out" criti
cism can cause great harm ... and achieve the direct 
opposite effect the well meaning parent intended. 

Just as the experienced surgeon-knowing how dis
astrous and far-reaching the most minute slip of the 
scalpel can be-operates with utmost care, precision and 
determination ... so too the parent-realizing how 
devastating, destructive and counterproductive criti
cism incorrectly given can be-will want to proceed 
with utmost caution and concern. 

If we can imbue young children with an attitude that 
criticism is really a tool that can enhance personal 
growth and relationships, if we can convey the message 
that criticism is not a deprecation of their personal 
value but rather the sum total of society's experience 
that can ultimately make their life more effective, more 
pleasant, productive ... then we will have equipped 
them with one of the most powerful aids to continual 
improvement and growth. 

Two Views: The Long and Short of It 
Whether this child, when grow up, will view criticism 

from superiors, spouses, co-workers as "nudgerie," be
come defensive, withdrawn or hostile, or will interpret 
criticism as a necessary and healthy means of improve
ment, is to a very large extent dependent on how we 
express it. Thus, we should always view criticism on 
two levels: (a) to achieve the immediate result (i.e. have 
the room clean, homework done, fighting stopped, etc.); 
and the second, perhaps much more important, level (b) 
to teach the child how to react to criticism. To achieve 
the first (and have the child clean his room) but have 
him respond negatively to criticism is a very high price 
to pay for a clean room. 
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One more point before we start. The purpose of the 
article is not to scare the parent. Few of us always do 
what is right and yet, r'!"~, most children survive. The 
purpose of the article is to develop a sensitivity and 
provoke one to think about the fact that there is perhaps 
a better way in this area, as there may be in every other 
field. Our objective is to stimulate your thinking about 
the subject. 

"Didn't I Tell You?" 

Sarah, a playful three-year old, is building a lower of 
blocks, which is growing higher and higher. Her mother sends 
out warning signals from the kitchen: "Sarah, be careful. 
Don't build the lower any higher. II is going lo fall . ... 
Don't . ... Sarah . .. . "BOOM! "Didn't I tell you?" 

There are many situations where allowing for a small 
mistake can prove to be a much more effective way of 
teaching. While we don't want to risk physical harm, 
irreversible damage or the formation of undesirable 
habits, if the situation at hand is a relatively minor one, 
learning by one's own mistakes can be the more 
meaningful experience. 

The parent may want to discuss the incident allowing 
the child to draw the correct conclusion ... guide the 
conversation and squeeze out the lesson value ... but 
the more "personal experience" the child can derive, the 
more forceful, unthreatening and long-lasting expe
rience it will be. 

Here is another point. Rather than yield to the natu
ral tendency to blurt out the criticism, consider the 
alternative. Would a simple substitution or distraction 
of the young child's action accomplish the same result? 
Instead of scolding a young child who picks up a valuable 
object to play with, consider casually handing him a 
substitute toy. 

Could someone else-spouse, sibling, teacher, coun
selor or, under special situations, a close friend-make 
the same criticism and gain more receptivity? While it 
may be true that the parent is responsible to put into 
motion the corrective action ... Father or Mother may 
not always be most effective. 

The "Potch": Conveying Differences in Gravity 

Chaim accompanies his father to shul and today is annoy
ing and obnoxious. His father does not say anything to most of 
Chaim's antics but when he can't take if any longer . . , Father 
strikes out with several painful "patches." 

Because criticizing someone-especially a child
often comes easy, we not only point out the mistake ... 
to make sure the message gets home, we are tempted to 
add emotion and usually some drama. The result is 
analogous to using the proverbial sledge hammer to kill 
a fly. 

While a child who runs into the street may well 
deserve a strong reprimand including being yelled at 
and a sharp swat where it hurts, mistakingly breaking a 
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plate does not deserve the same treatment. In fact, if 
you do respond to the broken plate in the same strong 
measure, you will have effectively blurred the lines of 
differentiation between minor and major infractions. 

In his recent sefer, Rabbi Mayer Munk of Bnei Brak 
lists 15 levels of punishment and points out that it is the 
wise teacher that portions out the punishment accord
ing to the least amount that would be effective. The same 
concept applies to parents. Obviously, there are many 
forms of criticism-ranging from a show of minor dis
pleasure, from a casual observational comment, "per
haps this way would be better ... "to the last straw, the 
yelling and the po/ch. Understatement-saying less than 
expected-oftimes speaks louder and is more effective 
than over-reacting. 

The quick swat may release some of the parental 
frustrations and is definitely an approach to consider; 
but it may create more problems in the parent-child 
relationship than it solves. 

The Time, the Place, and the Word 

At the Shabbos table, Father casually asks 11-year-old Nason 
how he's doing in school. Mother suddenly reminds herself 
that the teacher sent home a note admonishing Noson for 
failing a test and being the class clown. Father responds by a 
barrage of criticism. 

The time and place of the criticism can sometimes be 
as important or even more important than the criticism 
itself. The rebuke that could have been offered pri
vately, but instead performed in front of family or 
friends, hurts much, much more. 

The key word here is feelings. Children really do have 
feelings, and as adults and parents, we are not only 
obligated to be sensitive to these feelings, but our ability 
to win or chas v'shalom lose the child's respect is based on 
this sensitivity. 

For the families undergoing stress or excitement, 
such as preparing for a simcha or a trip, criticism may be 
self-defeating by casting a cloud of negativism which 
envelops the whole family. Even a family meal may be 
the wrong time for criticism that can wait. The mood 
and temper of the entire family can be altered by harsh 
criticism of one child. If the intent is to correct instead of 
to embarrass, then privacy is not only desirable but 
imperative. Make certain that the privacy afforded your 
child is the same you would like for yourself. Use a room 
away from people. Close the door, and don't speak 
loudly enough to be heard outside. There are few more 
humiliating or degrading situations than being ranked 
out in front of siblings, peers or friends-which is also 
extremely uncomfortable for the observers. 

Effective Anger: Skin Deep 

Spilling the groceries on the way home, reporting a half 
hour late for car pool, Mother has had an extremely fruslrat-
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ing day. 14-year-old Leah ignored Mother's instructions to 
prepare supper. Mother comes in and I·'~ Leah "have it." 

Personal hurt and humiliation surety need venting, 
but to use this opportunity is all wrong. Anger clouds 
our minds so we cannot even think clearly. We scream, 
we rant, we pontificate in long, heated, excited state
ments that do or don't make sense. We may even hit ... 
but more often than not, we aren't hitting our target 
(no pun intended). And we are not being effective. 

ls there a place for anger? Yes, but only when it is 
tota11y controlled, or as Baalei Mussar put it, c~J£li1 ov: 
:;~ O>'= ~71 anger of the face, not anger of the heart. 
Anger should be used to indicate how deeply you are 
concerned about the subject at hand, but only when you 
can position it, control it, portion it out, use it to under
score a point. This is only feasible when the anger is 
objective, a tool-not when you become subjected to it. 
If you can't control the anger but rather it controls 
you-there are few times when you can use it effec
tively for criticism. It is unnerving to hear adults tell of 
criticism and punishment that was meted out to them
justifiably or not-- in anger decades ago, and for which 
they never forgave parent or teacher. 
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Shouting Softly 

Michael brings home a disastrous report card. Father takes 
one look at it and goes into a frenzy. Every time Michael tries 
to say something, Father yells louder and louder. 

IN 1968 
THERE WAS ONE SHOMER SHABBAT 

AND GLATT KOSHER HOTEL IN JERUSALEM 

THE CENTRAL HOTEL 
6 PINES STREET 

' JERUSALEM, ISRAEL 

IN 1983 
MANY NEW HOTELS HAVE BEEN BUILT 

BUT THERE IS STILL ONLY 
ONE SHOMER SHABBAT 

AND GLATT KOSHER HOTEL IN JERUSALEM 

THE CENTRAL HOTEL 
6 PINES STREET 

JERUSALEM, ISRAEL 

DON'T LOWER YOUR KASHRUTH 
AND SABBATH STANDARDS 

WHEN IN JERUSALEM-INSIST ON 

TELEX-25167 PHONE: 02-223111 

A story is told of a presidential candidate who, when
ever he spoke outdoors, was disappointed with the pub
lic address system. Finally, in desperation, an engineer 
set up a huge amplifier directly underneath the speak
er's platform. When the candidate heard his own voice 
being amplified many times, he was finally satisfied. We 
seem to think that the louder we raise our voice, the 
greater the impression we make. When speaking in 
public, raising one's voice can convey strength of convic
tion ... in private discussion the opposite is almost 
always the case. Here the lowered voice-almost a 
whisper, causing the other person to have to lean for
ward to hear-is most effective. Raising your voice 
tends to overwhelm and wash right over the listener; 
lowering your voice allows y'Ju to penetrate into the 
listener's thinking. Especially because the child expects to 
be yelled at ... and sets up a mental block to tune out the 
admonition, the calm, lowered, whisper-like voice ac
complishes much more. With some thought, you can 
learn how to communicate deep feelings in a whisper."' 

Save Face For Hirn 

Rabbi Avrohom Pam ~"l!l'?to, told of an incident some 
thirty years ago that had a lasting impression on a student. 
During a wrilten examination, the Rebbe spotted ~ student 
obviously cheating, and said lo him, "Jf you need help with the 
questions, ask me." 

True, this method might not be applicable or even 
desirable in every situation, but whenever you can save 
face for someone you are criticizing, do it and it will 
become a powerful, very appreciated tool. 

Rubbing someone's face into the ground, even when 
you are perfectly right, rarely accomplishes what you 
want it to. "I told you so" is more than a stinging repri
mand. Since the child usually knows very well that you 
"told him so," the child perceives the statement as 
nothing more than the perverted pleasure of making 
someone wallow in his mistake and lose his self respect. 

Listen Before You Leap 

During a family crisis, when a member of the family was 
ill, 14-year-old Yankie failed to express any emotion. At one 
particular point, Mother demands an explanation for his lack 
of feeling. When none is forthcoming, she screams, "You 
should understand. If I have to explain it to you, it is of no use." 

It has been said that" assumptions are the mother of 
all foul-ups" and that can be true in our situation. 

Don't have an itchy "trigger finger,'' but rather ask 
first and listen intently to the answers. Don't assume 
the child always knows precisely what's expected of him 
or how he should feel or show his feelings. Even when 
you're "sure of the facts," ask-because it not only con-

.. Perhaps this is the intent of the gemora in Shabbos: "When we speak it 
should be ~nin .. ~::i-calmly ''J't:: i11J•7::ip71 •=•i"'1 •=-that it should be 
received well from him." 
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veys a feeling of mutual respect but, equally important, 
you can learn much about the child. In fact, sometimes 
the reason for his behavior may be more important than 
you think. Hastily dispensed criticism can effectively 
lock off an important avenue of communication. Ask 
questions-honestly, probingly-and you may be sur
prised at what you learn. 

On the other side of the coin, having to apologize to 
someone you mistakenly chastised is a humbling expe
rience, one you could easily do without. 

Don't Dump 

Dumping is used here in its simplest meaning, such as 
in "dumping the garbage." Once we have the culprit at 
hand, few of us can resist the temptation to dump all the 
grievances and complaints we can think of. If one is 
good, two is better, and five is great!-Right? Wrong! 
The assaultee's defense mechanism blocks out too 
much. Just as a whisper is more effective than a scream, 
understating-the ability to hold back and say less 
rather than more-is more effective. 

Moreover, piling together different sins committed at 
different times under different situations allows the 
person to deflect the criticism in a barrage of defenses. 
Unless all the situations are identical, we get into tan
gential arguments-into a "great debate"-instead of 
focusing on one single issue at hand. If our purpose in 
"dumping" is to strengthen our point, we may be dis
mayed to find it doing the opposite. 

Suggest Corrective Action 

Listen to a standard criticism. The person criticized 
will seldom be provided with any direction as to how he 
should have performed the contested act, and more 
importantly, how it should be done correctly in the 
future. We assume (again that trap word!) that every
one else knows what we know, so we don't bother 
telling them. "You should have," "you could have," and 
"if you only would have" do not necessarily help the 
child know what to do the next time. The only really 
helpful suggestion is "next time try to do it this way." We 
haven't done our task fully if we do not discuss the right 
way of doing things. 

Request Cooperation 

Instead of "telling, ordering, commanding, or in
structing," try requesting cooperation in a friendly 
manner. Young children can be very understanding 
when spoken to in a language of cooperation. Being firm 
does not preclude an ability to be nice, to be understand
ing, or to be warm. Project a feeling that says: "I am here 
to help you." 
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Reaffirm Continual Positive Association 

Since we cannot read the mind of our child, we don't 
know what outlandish ideas this confrontation could 
trigger. The young child may interpret the stern repri
mand as a rejection or as a permanent loss of parental 
love-all absolutely untrue. But it is not enough that 
you, your spouse, and everyone on the block knows that 
you love Chaim ... what is important is that Chaim 
knows. So find a way to say "even though I scold you, I 
love you" or better, "only because I love you do I care 
enough about you to reprimand you." 

Especially after an unnerving encounter, a kiss, a hug, 
an embrace or other tangible expressions of love are 
important. Remember: what you know to be true is not 
nearly as important as what the child perceives to be true. 

Develop Monitoring Formulas 

O.K. We've corrected a wrong. The child knows what 
is right. He knows we love him. What now? Build in a 
system to make certain that the error will not be 
repeated or the mistake won't"happen" again. As adults 
we take for granted that once we have corrected an 
error, more is not necessary. But human nature being as 
it is, the child thinks: "If it's really important, they will 
monitor my performance." 

Just as a teacher who issues homework assignments 
to children of younger grades and doesn't check the 

Visit your friendly and very accommodating neighbor
hood Hebrew Book Store and get your wise choice of 13 
{thirteen) assorted, very Fishele and Fraydele books, 
which growing children enjoy and gain excellent midos 
from. Each and every book is a real pleasure and a rare 
treasure. 

Fishele and Fraydele books are being sold at in compar
able prices ranging to a mere $1.50 (one dollar fifty) per 
book. They are realistically speaking, one ot the most 
value packed books on the juvenile market. 

Ideally suited as bedtime stories, gifts, educational 
material, etc., so very precious, yet so very inexpensive. 

In addit'1on. we have a very tempting offer to extend to all 
our very satisfied friends: a very appealing "Yom-Tov Pak" 
which will be much appreciated as both a "Chanukah Gift 
and also a "Purim Gitt." Included in this prize pak are 2 
(two) different expressive Chanukah books, and three pic
turesque Purim, Pesach and Succos books, a $9.50 value 
for only $6.00 

Sent postage free in a colorful "atifa." 
You can order these Yorn Tov gift paks by sending check 

to: Talmudical Academy, Route 524. Adelphia, N.J., 07710 
Happy Chanukah and Happy Purim from 
Fishe/e and Fraydefe! 
Best regards from your very devoted friend. Fayga Shain 
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homework, is really saying, "I am giving you the home
work assignment because I was told to, but I couldn't 
care less if you do it or not"-so, too, the parent who 
doesn't follow up the new behavior is signalling to the 
child: "Don't take me too seriously." The contradictory 
signals are confusing. If it is important enough to be 
made into a big deal-to be criticized in the first place
it would be important enough to occasionally be checked 
on, which leads us to .... 

Create Opportunities To Commend Improvement 

Why is it you yell at me when I'm bad but never say 
anything when I'm good?-is far more than a childish 
lament. It is a serious parental accusation. And the 
statement, "Because we expect you to be good" is not 
enough of an answer. Is that a justification for not 
noticing good behavior? Not acknowledging it? Not 
commenting on it? ... and since the child can not read 
your mind, thinking cannot do what verbalizing can. 
Underscore good behavior by showing approval and 
pride rather than by cold indifference. 

Why not go one step further, and complete the full 
circle? Recognizing the power of positive motivation, 
find opportunities to compliment the new behavior. If 
the child did not share with others but now does so, find 
an opportunity at the supper table to" officially" recog
nize it. Do it openly, unstintingly. 

Of course there's a time for a no-nonsense, "it must be 
done this way, no questions asked" confrontation. Of 
course, the positive, sweet, suggestive method doesn't 
always work ... and you need authoritative instructions 
with clearly responsive physical punishment for its vio
lation. But the thrust of this article is that, unfortu
nately, most parents know that part of criticism. The 
multiple choices outlined in this article are available to 
the parent. These should also be taken into con
sideration. 

Criticize Positively-an Art Worth Cultivating 

Positive criticism-finding a base of strength on 
which to build-is by far the most effective method of 
criticism ... and an art well worth cultivating. 

Positive criticism focuses on the child's strong points 
saying, "You do so well in organizing your Pirchei out
ing. You can surely do so much better in helping me 
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THF. ANSWER IS HERE AT LAST! 

A new Yeshiva in Boro Park for Boys who have difficulty 
attending a regular Yeshiva. 

YESHIVAS HAMATMONIM I 
4320 - 16th Avenue, Brooklyn, New York I 
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organize the Succa supplies." Contrast this to finding a 
weak spot and zooming in on it, emphasizing it, under
scoring it and in a sense reinforcing it: "Why are you 
such a slob? Just look at the mess in my storage shed!" 

('n 'l!l •7tvtl )l~nK'1 c~n7 n~1n 1KllV' JD y7 n~m 7K 
"Don't admonish the scoffer for he will hate you. 

Admonish a wise person and he will love you" (Mishlei 
9:8). This passage is usually interpreted as referring to 
two separate people, the scoffer and the wise person. 
One commentary explains it to refer to one person: 
When admonishing a person, do not address the" scoff
er" the negative part of his personality but rather appeal 
to the wise, virtuous side of the person. 

There are usually two ways to view a child's misdeeds: 
"You wild, undisciplined child," "You sloppy kid"; and 
"You are usually such a well behaved child .... " "You 

are usually so careful about keeping your things 
neat .... " 

There are obviously times when each approach is 
valid. For example, when repeated discussions, warn
ings and criticisms are ignored, then, of course, the 
stronger method might be necessary. But there are 
many, many times when the" Admonish the wise," the 
stressing of the positive, can work more effectively and 
at less emotional cost. 

The" Admonish the wise" will be effective if you say 
only what you believe to be true, and you speak about 
the child's potential not exclusively when it is accompan
ied with an admonition, but at other times as well. 

The child whose parents instill confidence on all lev
els, whose big and small accomplishments are fully 
acknowledged, and whose potentials are discussed in 
glowing terms, will benefit from the positive approach. 
He will be inspired to live up to the great expectations 
his parents hold out to him. 

A wise man once said to his children, I pray that 
you will never speak evil of anyone. Not only 
because it is a grave transgression-but because 
you will have more important things to do with 
your time." ~T 

Rabbi Wolbe K"l!l'':>!V, one of today's leading Mussar 
exponents, recently spoke for several hours about the 
individuality of the child. When he concluded, a friend 
turned to me and said, "I think I know what he meant." 
When I responded with a puzzled look, he said, "I think 
Rabbi Wolbe was saying that a five-year old child is not a 
25% adult ... he is a 100% five-year old child." 

One wrong criticism rarely if ever inflicts irreversible 
damage. It is continual depreciation, the constant putting 
down and embarrassment, that can and does do the 
damage. 

Enjoy your children, laugh with them, occasionally 
play with them, learn with them, set and retain guide
lines, and appreciate them for what they are andn''K will 
be. With tefilla and siyata diShimaya, you will have much 
nae has. 
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Yisroel Miller 

An essential ingredient 
in making life worthwhile

beyond family, more than wealth: 

THECHAVER 

To Rebuke or to Love? 

"Rabbi Y ochanan ben Zakkai had five disciples ... He 
said to them: 'Go out and see, what is the good path to 
which a man should attach himself.' (His disciple) Rabbi 
Yehoshua said: 'A good friend'." (Avos 2, 9). 

"A good friend." Granted that friends are important, 
do we think of making friends as part of our Torah 
obligations as Jews? Yet Rabbi Yehoshua tells us that 
the acquisition of a friend is not only a mitzva, it is "the 
good path," a key to success in living the Torah life. 
Why? 

Some commentators explain that the good friend is 
the constructive critic, always ready to rebuke us and 
point out where improvement is needed (Bartenura}. But 
Rambam, in his interpretation of the Mishna "Acquire for 
yourself a friend," (Avos l, 6) takes the chaver's benefit to 
be a more positive, all-inclusive one. As he sums it up: 
"A man must acquire someone who loves him; for 
through this, one's deeds and all one's affairs will be 
improved; as (the Sages) said, 'Either friendship, or 
death'." Note that according to Rambam the friend's job is 
not to improve us, but that having a friend tends to cause 
improvement, seemingly without any conscious effort 
on his part to make this happen. 

Choni' s Declaration 

Although Rambam does not provide an explanation of 
the chaver'sexact role, he gives a clue: "as (the Sages) said, 
'Either friendship, or death'." This is a quotation from 
the Talmud (Taanis 23a) in reference to Choni HaMaagol. 

Choni HaMaagol, who lived in the time of the second 
Beis HaMikdash, was one of his generation's most learned 
and saintly men. His closeness to G-d was such that 
when Jerusalem was once suffering from drought, 
Choni not only prayed for rain, but demanded it. When 
the Almighty immediately granted his request, but not 
in the desired quantity, Choni demanded a correction, 

Rabbi Miller is direclorof the Outreach Program of /he Kolle/ Ba is Yifzchok o_f 
Piftsliurgh. 
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and then another, until the rain fell exactly as required. 
The quotation above relates to an incident that 

"Occurred when Choni had seen a man planting a carob 
tree. Being told that it would take seventy years for the 
tree to bear fruit, he asked the planter: "Are you so 
certain that you will live another seventy years?" The 
man replied: "Just as my fathers planted for me, so do I 
plant for my children." 

Afterwards, Choni sat down by the roadside to eat his 
meal, and then fell into a deep sleep. Upon awakening, 
he noticed a full-grown carob tree, and a man picking its 
fruits. "Are you the one who planted this?""No, I am his 
grandson," was the reply. Choni had overslept-for 
seventy years. 

It is difficult for us to imagine what the shock must 
have been like-the sudden awareness of the loss of 
one's wife, brothers and sisters, without even a chance 
to prepare for this separation. But Choni's level of holi
ness was such that he could bear the shock, and he went 
out to search for his children. He found that they had 
also passed away, but he did succeed in meeting his 
grandson-who refused to believe that the stranger 
was his grandfather, surviving from a previous century. 

No wife, no children, no acceptance by the remaining 
family, a loneliness capable of driving anyone insane
but not Choni. He went to the local beis hamidrash, to join 
the other Jews studying Torah. As the Gemora puts it: 

"He went lo the House of Study and heard the Rabbis 
saying, 'Today's learning is as clear as in the days of Choni 
HaMaagol,' for when Choni would come to the House of 
Study he would answer all the Rabbis' questions. 

"He said lo them: 'I am he!' They did not believe him, and 
did not show him the honor that was proper for him. He 
became distressed, and prayed (for death), and he died. Said 
Rava: 'This is what is said: Either friendship, or death,'" 

A Matter of Proper Respect 

What lesson are we being taught here? Choni could 
accept the loss of his family, of his friends, and this holy 
person could even accept everyone's denial of his iden
tity. But when they did not honor him properly-and note 
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that they did not refuse to honor him (his great learning 
was certainly recognized, whatever his name), they just 
did not show "honor that was proper for him"-then Choni 
could not go on living. 

How can it be that this great tzaddik could withstand 
the loss of everything, except for the lack of respect? 
And the Gemora's postscript is even more puzzling; 
"Either friendship or death"; Choni accepted the loss of 
his friends, but died because of the lack of honor. Why 
didn't Rava say, Either kavod (honor) or death? 

Elsewhere the Talmud tells another story (Babba Me
lzia 85a), that after the great Rabbi Elazar ben Rabbi 
Shimon passed away, Rabbi Yehuda HaNassi inquired if 
that twddik had left over any children. He was informed: 
"He has a son; and any woman of the streets who is 
normally hired for two coins, hires him for eight." 

Rabbi Yehuda wanted desperately to save the young 
man, to bring him back to the path of his fathers. How 
would we have attempted it? Would we have threatened 
him with Divine retribution, or would we perhaps try to 
shame him, comparing the degenprate son with the 
saintly father? 

Rabbi Yehuda HaNassi, leader of the entire Jewish 
people, met the young man and ordained him as a 
Rabbi-he gave him semicha. 
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Before the fellow had a chance to recover from the 
surprise, Rabbi Yehuda continued with something like: 
Now that you're ordained, surely a person of your 
caliber will want to join me at the Yeshiva, to develop 
your talents to their fullest. And Rabbi Yehuda dragged 
him off, giving him Rabbi Shimon ben lsi as a tutor. 

Each day the young man would announce; Enough' l'm 
going back to my old neighborhood' And each day his tutor 
would respond: "You've been made a Sage, they've put a 
gold crown upon you, you're called Rabbi, and you want 
to leave?" And he stayed, and stayed, until he eventually 
developed into Rabbi Yose, the son of Rabbi Elazar, a 
la/mid chacham and tzaddik in his own right 

Where Threats and Guilt Are Inadequate 

Rabbi Yehuda and Rabbi Shimon ben lsi both knew 
that we can't be lifted up out of the mud by means of 
threats and guilt feelings. We need someone to have 
faith in us, to believe that we possess qualities of great
ness, to believe that we have potential, and to believe 
that we11 succeed. When Rabbi Yehuda saw a potential 
for a Torah scholar hidden within a degenerate, then 
the degenerate himself came around to see the scholar, 
as well. And when the golden crown was placed on his 
head, that awareness gave the young man the drive to 
become worthy of wearing it. 

Choni HaMaagol could withstand the loss of his fam
ily, and could certainly do without a Mizrach seat in the 
shul. But to grow in Torah and mitz11os, even Choni 
needed someone to honor him properly--not in tangibles 
but in attitude. Even Choni needed someone who would 
recognize who he was, his unique combination of charac
ter traits, facets of personality and mental attitudes; 
someone to appreciate, not his greatness, but his unique
ness as an individual; someone to draw out all his best 
qualities, not a mass of respectful admirers; in short, 
that which Rava calls a chaver, literally 'one who is at
tached,' a true friend. Kavod is lost when friendship is 
lacking. 

Without a friend, without someone to understand us 
and appreciate our good qualities, without someone 
who believes in us, is it any wonder that so many of us 
find it difficult to believe in ourselves? And without 
belief in ourselves, we are without the ability to grow. 

As Rabbi Yerucham Levovitz, Mashgiach of Mir in pre 
War Europe, said: "Woe to him who does not recognize 
his faults, for he does not know what he must improve; 
but even more tragic is the man who does not recognize 
his good points,. for he lacks even the tools with which to 
begin" (quoted in Aley Shur, by Rabbi Shlomo Wolbe). 
Truly, either friendship or. ... 

. .. Or Try the Alternative 

As Avos teaches (1, 2), one must acquire such a friend, 
even if it means paying a price: not only in money, but in 
thoughtfulness, in patience, and in understanding. And 
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then we must extend beyond acquisition, as explained 
by Rabbenu Yonah: let us try to become a chaver to 
others. So many people are searching for a bit of kind
ness, a bit of appreciation, a little honest recognition of 
their worth as human beings, why shouldn't we give it to them? 

The Torah teJJs us that one's true attitude to others 
tends to be reflected, like an image seen in a pool of 
water. Perhaps ultimately, the only way to acquire a real 
friend is to become one ourselves. ("r 
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MoROCCOis divided lengthwise by the Atlas Moun
tain range. On the western, seacoast side of the moun
tains are Morocco's famous cities: Casablanca, Rabat, 
Fez, Meknes, Marakesh, Mogador. 

To the east is the Sahara. This is wild country, a land 
of sand, camels, date palms and broiling sun. Visitors 
rarely came to this inhospitable territory, and not only 
because of the geography; the other side of the Atlas 
was always inhabited by tribes so renowned for their 
ferocity that only the most highly motivated dared to 
set foot there. 

Jews lived on both sides of the Atlas Mountains for 
hundreds of years, from the time of the Second Temple 
until now. While most of the Jews on the coastal side of 
Morocco lived comfortable urban lives, those of the 
Sahara lived the simple life of the desert, in villages and 
towns, keeping a low profile so as not to draw the 
attention of the Berber tribesmen. 

The Man of the Mat 

THE TORAH, born in the Sinai, bloomed in the Sahara 
like a desert flower under the care of great saddiquim 
such as those of the Abu-Hasira family, a dynasty of 
Kabbalists, posquim (deciders of Torah law) and commun
ity leaders. 

Hasira is the Arabic word for straw mat. (The Hebrew 
word is mahselet.) Abu, in one sense, means owner of, or man 
of, as ba'a/ in Hebrew. Abu-Hasira 0 ba'al hamahselet, "the 
man of the straw mat." 

The family's true name was Elbaz; the appelation 
Abu-Hasira was bestowed on it after an incident that 
occurred when Ribi (Rav, Rabbi) Shmuel Elbaz sailed to 

Mrs. Na}:tmoud lives in Jerusalem, where she writes for T/-IE /EW!SH 
OBSERVfI{ and other periodirnls. /n deference to the subject matter, Hebrew words 
have been rendered in Sephardi trans/iteration. 
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Ares Israel. When the ship was sinking, Ribi Shmuel 
grabbed a straw mat and sat on it. The Rabbi and the 
mat did not go under; instead, the current carried them 
to the Moroccan port of Mogador. Those who saw the 
jalabiyya-clad figure coming into port on a straw mat 
were astounded. The news spread quickly through the 
Jewish community, and as of then they spoke of Ribi 
Shmuel as" Abu-Hasira." 

Ribi Shmuel, a contemporary of Hakham Haim Vital, 
lived for a time in Damascus, Syria, to study with a great 
master of the Kabbala. The Hida wrote that every day of 
the week Ribi Shmuel meditated alone in the syn
agogue, and that he was known as a holy man. (Shem 
Hagdo/im, lV"),'t:o) 

One of Ribi Shmuel's sons, Mas'ud, becam" rabbi of 
the little Jewish community of Tafelaletch in the south
ern Moroccan Sahara. A son, Ya'akov, was born therein 
1807. 

Ya'akov's future as a gadol was apparent from his 
attitudes and behavior as a child. Even as a small boy he 
preferred ]earning and prayer to playing. 

A Jerusalem scholar visiting the village stayed at the 
home of Ribi Mas'ud. Noticing Ya'akov poring over 
Tractate Baba Qama, he questioned him on the material 
he was learning. Ya'akov answered quickly and easily, 
and then posed his own questions; the scholar expressed 
his admiration for Ya'akov's expertise to Ribi Mas'ud, 
and then prolonged his stay in Tafelaletch to study with 
the boy. 

As a young man Ya'akov persisted in his lifestyle, 
learning and meditating alone in a special room his 
father prepared for him. Every question on h11/akha that 
Ribi Mas'ud received he would discuss with Ya'akov, so 
as to train him to become a poseq. As the young man's 
reputation grew, both Jews and Arabs came to him to 
settle their differences, a task he accomplished with 
considerable success. 
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Successor to Ribi Mas'ud 

AFTER Ribi Mas'ud's death, Ribi Ya'akov took his 
place as tender of this spiritual oasis in the Sahara. 
During the week he secluded himself for hours every 
day to study the revealed and the hidden Torah, spend
ing only Sha bat at home with the family. His son told of 
his father's study schedule: 

" ... he would study parts of Mishna, all of which he had 
committed in memory, and every night he learned eight to fen 
chapters from Qedashim and T aharos. Then he would review 
Shulhan Arukh and the posquim, tracing the sources in the 
Guemara. Before midnight he would sleep a Iii/le, and then 
arise and say Tiqun Hasot, the lament for the destruction of 
the Temple. And until morning he would immerse himself in 
the Kabba/ah: the Zahar, the Es Haim, and the Mavo 
She'arirn. With the light of morning, he would soar like an 
eagle for the misvot of sisit and tefillin. , . and he U'as the first 
of the minyan to arriue at the synagogue and he would sit and 
leach ... the Rav was like a Seraph on the wing." (From the 
preface to "Joru Mishpafekha leYa'akov). 

Transcendant Powers of Concentration 

J T goes without saying that in prayer he experienced 
extraordinary closeness to Hash-m. Concentrating on 
kavanof (meanings or intentions) for nearly every word, 
and particularly for the Divine Names, Ribi Ya'akov was 
known to stand for an hour to say the Amidah. 

His concentration was such that he was completely 
unaware of his surroundings. 

Once when Ribi Ya'akov had gone to Fez to collect money for 
the poor, he prayed in a synagogue where the minyan was 
unfamiliar with his ways. Skeptical, they decided lo test him, 
to see if his concentration during prayer was as infense as it 
appeared. As Ribi Ya'akov was praying, !hey shammed a 
high-decibel argument, shouting at the fop of their lungs. The 
rabbi did not move. One of the men fired a gun-and still no 
reaction. When Ribi Ya'akov had ended his prayer, they asked 
his pardon for disturbing him. He answered: "]didn't hear 
you al all." 

One imagines a Kabbalist ensconced in his ivory 
tower, spending all his days in prayer, study and con
templation of the Pardes, with no contact with the out
side world. Perhaps this is so in some instances. Many, 
however, including the Ben !sh Hai, Hakham Suleiman 
Musafi of Jerusalem, and Ribi Ya'akov Abu-Hasira 
were as known for their daily acts of hesed as for thei; 
erudition in the hidden Torah. 

"Care for the children of the poor, for from their 
midst the Torah will come forth," was Ribi Ya'akov's 
special misva. He had a yeshiva in his own home for boys 
from poor families; all the members of the community 
gave a regular contribution for its upkeep and operation. 

The Rabbi on the Donkey 

Rrn1 YA'AKOV made frequent trips throughout Mo
rocco and neighboring Algeria to collect money for the 
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poor. The sight of the rabbi and his shamash plodding 
through the desert on their donkeys was familiar to the 
Jews of North African villages and cities. The visits of 
the beloved saddiq were always the occasion for a fiesta 
(celebration)-when the people saw him coming, they 
would run to get drums and tambourines and accom
pany him through the streets with song. During a visit 
he would give sermons and be available to answer ques
tions. The sick came to him, too, for his blessings, and 
his prayers that they be cured. 

Every Jewish community on Ribi Ya'akov's extensive 
travel routes had its own stories about his visits
stories of his hesed, of his miraculous cures, of narrow 
escapes from Arab wrath through his intervention: 

t A woman who stood to lose her child in divorce proceedings 
hired a carriage and overtook Ribi Ya'akov in fhedesert on one 
of his trips. When the rabbi saw her coming, he stopped and 
waited. The woman approached and handed him a document, 
relating in fears the background of fhe case. The sh a mash 
interrupted saying that the middle of the desert was not the 
place to discuss such problems; didn't she know thaf this u'as a 
dangerous no-man's land where Arabs or Berbers might 
gallop af any moment and kill everyone on sight? 

R.ibi Ya'akov reproved the shamash with the explanation 
that com.miffing an injustice is a more serious danger. He 
listened lo the woman, and helped her in her plight. 

Disputations: To Win is to lose 

THE Pact of Omar, attributed to the Caliph Omar, 
Muhammad's 'successor, formalized the second-class 
citizenship of non-Muslims. This de jure status varied in 
actual fact from place to place, from era to era, and from 
ruler to ruler. Although Ribi Ya'akov's time was one of 
the more oppressive periods in Moroccan history, 
Sheikh al-Aslam, the authority figure of Tafelaletch, 
held Ribi Ya'akov in high esteem and had a compassion
ate attitude toward the Jews, with his tribesmen in awe 
of him as a holy man. The local Muslim religious leaders, 
however, did not share these views. 

One day, as Ribi Ya'akov was passing the Paqha, a 
seminary for Islamic studies, he was hailed and invited 
inside to participate in a religious discussion that ended 
in a bad-mouthing of the Jews. 

Ribi Ya'akov, familiar with Koran, defended his posi
tion skillfully. But this did not sit well with his interloc
utors, so they delegated three representatives to report 
Ribi Ya'akov's "calumny of the prophet Muhammad" to 
the Sultan in Fez, bypassing the sympathetic Sheikh 
al-Aslam. When news of the impending disaster reached 
the Jews of Tafelaletch they closed their shops and ran 
to Ribi Ya'akov as a body, lamenting: "Wai lanu! Woe is 
us! Your life is as precious to us as our own!" And they 
entreated him to ask the Sheikh to send men to defend 
them. 

Ribi Ya'akov calmed his flock, telling the people to 
give sedaqa to the poor, to recite the Palms and return to 
their jobs. 
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Soon news arrived that the three messengers had 
returned from Fez with the Sultan's decree of death to 
the perpetrator of the offense. In tears the Jews 
assembled before the rabbi's house. 

Suddenly hoofbeats resounded. A single horseman 
leading two riderless mounts galloped past the knot of 
Jews in a cloud of dust, reining in in front of the Paqha. 

The two absent riders were killed by falling stones as 
they passed under the arch in the village wall. The 
Muslim religious leaders believed that this had a direct 
connection with the holiness of Ribi Ya'akov and, as a 
result, they left the saddiq in peace. 

Again the Jews gathered before the rabbi's house, this 
time to express their joy at the outcome of the situation. 

"It was because of all of you that I was saved," he told 
them, urging them to increase their hesed and to say the 
Psalms often-the best protection against threats to the 
Am Israel. he explained. 

Modesty as Natural as His Jalabiyya 

MooESTY seemed as natural to Ribi Ya'akov as his 
dusty white jalabiyya. His grandson, the Admor Rav 
Israel Abu-Hasira of Netivot, K"l!l';tl', tells one of the 
ma'aseyot illustrating this character quality: 

On one of Ribi Ya'akov's travels he stayed overnight in a 
small city along the way. During the night. burglars entered 
and look the rabbi's saddlebags, which contained charily 
money he had collected en route, plus the manuscripts of some 
of his books. 

The next morning the Jews of the city heard of the burglary 
and expressed their regret that they could not replace the very 
large sum lost; they were especially sorry about the manu
scripts, since those were irreplaceable. 

Ribi Ya'akov replied that he was not sorry: "If my books 
are acceptable in the eyes of the A-mighty, they will be 
returned. If they are not acceptable, let them be lost." 

During the conversation, four Jews walked up to the rabbi, 
kissed his hand and gave him thesaddlebags: ii was the thieves 
coming to ask forgiveness. 

The Twelve Books of R' Ya'akov 

SoMEHOW, somewhere, Ribi Ya'akov found-or 
made-the time to write twelve books. They were all 
printed in Jerusalem posthumously, by his own wish. 
The first volume came out in 1884. 

His writings are as multi-faceted as his life was. He 
pursued the four basic modes of interpretation; Kai~ 
balah, as expected; guematria (the numerical value of 
letters); as well as lessons derived from the first and the 
last letters of words. One of the best known of Ribi 
Ya'akov's works is loru Mishpatekha leYa'akov, a collection 
of responsa regarding everyday halachic matters, such 
as business transactions, inheritances, loans, power of 

*Jalabiyya: ankle-length robe traditionally worn by men in Muslim 
countries. 
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attorney, marriage and divorce, and civil responsibility. 
Another sefer, published in 1955 and apropos for our 

own days, is Sha'are Teshuva, a treatise on certain princi
ples of return to the misvot. Still another rnussar sefer is 
Sha' are Arukha, The Gales of Healing. 

Ribi Ya'akov, like the Ben !sh Hai, Mori Shabazi of 
Yemen and many other Oriental Torah geniuses, also 
composed piulim (songs and hymns), which are gathered 
under the title Yaguel Ya'akov-Ya'akov Rejoices. 

In addition, he left commentaries on Humash; an 
anthology of sermons; and a book with two hundred 
commentaries on the words "In the beginning," the first 
phrase in Tanakh. 

Three Times to the Holy land 

Rm1 Y A'AKOV always longed to live in Ares Israel. 
Twice he started out, and both times he was stopped by 
the people-Jews and Arabs-who felt like children los
ing their father. The first time the Jews overtook him in 
the desert, ten miles from town, and brought him back; 
the second time it was the Arab mayor who told him 
that the presence of a saddiq in an area brought a blessing 
to all its residents. 

Ribi Ya'akov's third and final attempt at aliya came 
about in 1878, when he was seventy years old. His route 
took him through the coastal cities of Morocco, through 
Algeria, to Egypt. This distance took two years to travel, 
because everywhere he went the people kept him; and 
being the ba'a/ hesed that he was he could not refuse 
them. He learned with them, gave blessings and, 
effected cures-as he had done on his previous visits. 

In 1880 Ribi Ya'akov reached the Egyptian town of 
Damanhour, not far from Alexandria. There he became 
ill, and left this world a few days later. 

The head of the Jewish community of Alexandria 
insisted that a saddiq of such standing would be better 
honored by burial in the Alexandria cemetery. The 
Damanhourites disagreed. The Alexandrian delegation 
took the coffin and started toward Alexandria. No 
sooner had they stepped onto the road when a heavy 
downpour of rain stopped them. The Damanhourites 
took the coffin, and the rain disappeared as suddenly as 
it had come. Both communities saw this as a sign, and 
the rabbi was buried in humble surroundings-as he 
had lived all his life. '.T 
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COTILLION TERRACE 
7307 18th Avenue 

Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Open Chupa-Glall Kosher 

Accommodations Up To 700 Persons 
We also cater for all your simchas 

Bris, Kiddushes. Sheva Brochas, etc. 
at home, synagogue, or the hall of your choice 

CALL MR. GREENFIELD 436-2112 
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PROSPECT PARK 
8NOS LEAHHlGH SCHOOL 

proud I~ anndunces t~at appficaf(OQ~ ar!J now 
beingactieptedforthe :, ::• · 

SEP'fEMBER 1984S~MES'f~R .• 
exrRA.Nce exA.l\111NA.riol><i''' 

......... · .. will !Ye given on .· ·.. . • ; 

SU·".·.•.,·.d···.···.a·.·.y,.·;·D····ec .• em··· b.· .. J•.r. 11 ...•. ·1. 98·· ... 3.a .. t9. :OO A.'.M, At0ur)4igh School'ffuilding :: ·.: • 
.1609 AV\lriOe R, Brooklyn.New York• · 
... . . 375•0844. 

'.'_-,_- -_-_~\,_ -_: --,--_- -_ -_--; __ ->::· "::_:;::_ ,-: ___ ;'>_'..-::.'.-- _:·:_:.;::_:: 

Th9 · Sch061, •• looat~~·in· the'h.e~(toiFlatblJ~~. Is very 
_·_a_ccess_ibfe_; 'to_ PIJ_bl,f q.\-~r_a_nsp?r.~a_ti_brr._,-: {t -:ot(ers: :;ffl_e- -hig hl}st 
--/~Ve/ bf Bai_~:<Yaakpv:_rli_ar;_h_::with, .~Jall_ fou_('jear :Ne_'ilf ·York 
SUUe' perman_efJtly_:··accredi(ed-_-secular :program;; coap(ed .. 
with the ultirtrate·-in ·p;e~sonal attenti_qn;·_ __ 
APPLICATIONS MAY STILL BE OBTAINED. BY 
CALLl.NG·THEOFFICE • . ..... · ... · ··.· •.. 
SPEC;IAL PROGRAMANO/fRRANGEME.NfSFOR 
our,OF·TOWNERS 
_Rabbt A. Kehn-an,- i;ieilp 
MrS. ·o. Sche!ochter · 
Adfflin.; ·G6!1.-- St.udies. 

tvfr:-;to~i_S;Gtue'~ Riibbf Joe! 'Kfamer 
Pre'sident ,-- P,'riV_cJpal_ , , , 

R_eb,et_zitJ'_Z,fJ:kJberman 
'---"'A_ss'.(Principa! Dept. 
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The Third Annual 
Winter Yarchei 
Kall ah 
Dec. 21, 1983~Jan. 2, 1984 
rivi1~p-H7::l1 ~li::lOO 

DON'T MISS IT 
n::l'W' 'WK"'\ 

Rav Don Ungarisher K"~''itu 
Rav Psachya Fried K"~''itu 

Sponsored by 
Beth Medrash Govoha-Lakewood 
Kha! Adath Jeshurun-Washington Hts. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 
Moshe Fulda DAY (212) 701-4945 

Aaron Jacobs 

EVE (212) 928-4538 

DAY 
EVE 

(914) 356-0120 
(914) 356-4863 

Machon Yerushalayim 
The Jerusalem Institute of Talmudic 
Research, which sponsors the requi
site research and the subsequent pub
lication of a number of scholarlyworks
some from classic sources, others 
original compendia, including the 
Otzar Meforshei HaTalmud (Treasury 
of Talmudic Commentators) Series
takes pride in announcing the estab
lishment of pn~' !)"'\! ??1::i-a Kole! dedi
cated to a project of ten year's duration: 
the compilation of Otzar Meforshim on 
C')l"'I! "'\"'ID to facilitate the study and mas
tery of this neglected section of Shas, 
so relevant to the religious develop
ment of Eretz Yisroe/, bearing the name 
of the late president of Machon Yeru
shalayim, the revered Rosh HaYeshiva 
of Mesivta Chaim Berlin, Kole! Gur 
A rye: 

Moran HaGaon Yitzchok Hutner 
n::n::i'i P'1~ "1::1! 

The Kole! began functioning in Yeru
shalayim as of 20 Kishev/November 26 
on the Yahrzeit date of the late Rosh 
Ha Yeshiva 

For more information, contact the 
Machon office: 

1020 Ocean Parkway 
Brooklyn, New York 11230 
(212) 377-6064 
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Miscellaneous Book Reviews 

Full of Scholarly, Mystical Insights 

At first glance, it would seem that the letters that we 
use to form words and express ideas have little or no 
intrinsic significance of their own. At least in the case of 
the AlephBeis, however, this is quite wrong-as demon
strated in a most fascinating manner in The Wisdom In 
The Hebrew Alphabet, The Sacred Letters as a Guide to 
Jewish Deed and Thought, by Rabbi Michael Munk (New 
York, 1983, Mesorah Publication, $11.95 hardcover, 
$8.95 softcover). Here is a volume that is chockfull of 
profound scholarly and mystical insights, drawn from 
all branches of biblical and rabbinic writings, all center
ing on the Hebrew letters. 

An introductory Overview, by Rabbi Nasson Sherman, 
analyzes the function of the twenty-two letters of the 
AlephBeis as the raw material, so to speak, of creation, 
rather than as mere symbols adopted by people to 
represent vocal sounds. The main body of the work 
then deals with each letter by itself, pointing out what
ever allusions and lessons it conveys. Thus the Aleph 
represents Divinity in innumerable ways-whereas 
Beis, representing duality, is the symbol of creation. 
Gemafrios, Midrashim, and Kabbalistic insights are as
sembled in remarkably overflowing richness (note, e.g. 
the Vilna Gaon's observation that the Gemalriya of all the 
objects characterizing the Shabbos table is seven). 

The reader will find it difficult to put this volume 
down once he has picked it up-and when finally put
ting it down, he will find himself deeply enriched. Rabbi 
Munk has long been renowned as a pioneer educator 
and worker for communal concerns; in this work he 
makes yet another very significant contribution to the 
Torah world. It should be added that the illustrations, 
layout and typography of this volume which posed par
ticular challenges, live up to the standards of perfection 
that has become the hallmark of ArtScroll Publications. 

FEIVEL KIRSHENBAVM, Ph.D. 
FINANCIAL ADVISER 

t:xpertlse In financial planning, investment 
selection, tax strategies, retirement and estate 
planning. 

Registered Investment Adviser. Twenty years 
of experience in financial analysis. No sales or 
commissions. Absolute confidentiality. 

(914) 352-1919 
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A Fine, Original Undertaking 

Mivaer Pub!. Co! has published the first volume of a 
new edition of Chumash Bereshith (containing the first 
three Sidrat) by Rabbi Chaim Arye Stamm (N.Y., 1983, 
$14.95). It represents a remarkable and ambitious new 
undertaking: the text of the Chumash and facing it, a new 
linear translation based on Rashi (both printed in large, 
easily readable typeface); footnotes after each Passuk 
which either help to clarify the simple meaning of the 
text, or add explanations from traditional sources; at the 
end of each Sidrah, several more elaborate explanations, 
arranged according to three levels of complexity, fur
nished by Rabbi Avrohom Kamenetzky; and finally, a 
number of diagrams (the generations, the Ark, Avro
hom's journey, etc), prepared by Mrs. Barbara Stamm. 
It is obvious that an enormous amount of effort and a 
great deal of thought have gone into this new edition of 
the Chumash and it will surely prove very useful in 
furthering the study of Torah. 

~UGIOUS 
I !~~EDOM 
1 STIIJ.HAS 
I APRICE 
I TAG!!! 
\The high price 01 

.. ~ligious necessities 
(Tashmishei Kedusha) 
has prevented many 
of our Russian brothers 
and sisters from feeling 
fulftll ed as free and 
practicingJews. These costly 
sacred objects, which have never been denied us. must 
be made available to our fellow Yidden from the USSR. 

Project RISE has been giving out Tefillin and 
M ezuzos to those who have requested them. 

Bur WE CANNOT DO IT wrrnour YOUR HELP! 

WASN'T REUGIOUS PERSECUTION 
ENOUGH OF A PRICE TO PAY?? 

PLEASE SEND YOUR YOMIM NORA!M DONATIONS TO, 

PROJECT RISE (A ()i.,i.<ion of A,uda1h bud) 

5 Beekman Street, NYC 10038 (212) 791-1830 
Our costs: Teflllln $165/Mezuzos $18 
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In the case of translation of a text there is always 
room for some differences of opinion; but Rabbi Stamm 
has done a most creditable job in preparing this transla
tion. This reviewer would, however, like to suggest the 
adoption of two changes in the forthcoming volumes: 

1. Rabbi Stamm has tried to transliterate Hebrew 
words in the most exact manner possible-but he uses 
many transliteration that strike the reader as odd and 
difficult-e.g., Pusuk for Possuk, Aner for Oner, Yitz
chuk for Yitzchak, Avrahum for Avraham; why not 
stay with the customary way of transliteration? Also, it 
should be Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch, not Shims/ion. 

2. The close to 2000 footnotes are numbered consecu
tively; in this way, the reader can easily be given a cross 
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NOW YOU 
SHOULD CONSIDER 

NEW ORLEANS 
Several Synagogues, including 

the NEW 
Young Israel of Metairie 

A grou,ing, vibrant shul with more than 20 families 
Rabbi Michael Whitman 
Daily minyan, Shiurim 

Plus: 
Community Mikveh Koshcr Bakery 
Day School Koshcr Food available 
For help in relocation and other information, 
please call: 
Rabbi Whitman, (504) 887-6997 /(504) 454-2806 

Attention Tourists: Please call for Kosher Food, 
warm Shabbos Hospitality. 

reference to another footnote in any part of the sefer. But 
it is awkward-and certainly difficult for younger 
students-to deal with footnotes numbered, say 1934 
or 1668. Perhaps the footnotes of each Sidrah could be 
numbered separately, starting anew with footnote 1. 
These changes might serve further to enhance the use
fulness of a fine educational undertaking. 

The present volume should be of great value to any 
adult who has difficulty studying the Hebrew text and 
Rashi by himself and who will find it possible to develop 
his learning skills on hand of this work. Likewise, 
teachers will find it a most valuable tool for use with 
their students. Children who study the beginnings of 
Bereshith are probably too young to use this Chumash by 
themselves; but as further volumes will appear, they 
should be of much help to older students. 'T. 

TEACHER'S PET 
I 

I 
I WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF CHANUKAH MATERIALS 
1 TO ENHANCE YOUR CLASSROOM. 

I JUST IN: Full Supply of Workbooks and Educational Games 
for your child's needs. 

I Boro Park: 4623 · 16th Ave. (entrance 47th St.) 
I Flatbush: 1129 E. 12th St. (bet. Aves. K & L) 

Brooklyn, New York 11230 
(212) 252-8975 

All phone and mail orders promptly filled. 
chool accounts welcome. We ship nationwide. 

THE SHABBOS
YOM TOV FUND 

Helping over 40 "nefoshos" welcome Shah
bos and the Yomim Tovim b'Simcha. 
Won't you please help us continue this noble 
work? 
Endorsed by Rabbi Leizer Levin 
President-Vaad HaRabbonim of Greater Detroit 

Send contributions to: 
SHABBOS-YOM TOV FUND 
14000 W. Nine Mile Road 
Oak Park, MI. 48237 
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Letter to a Soviet ] ew 
Varda Branfman 

When I write to Mila 
I never know if the letter reaches her. 
Without an answer, without her 
voice coming back to me, 
I send one, two, three letters
and each one of them getting 
more intimate 
though she hasn't sent a word in return. 

I'm told that sometimes these letters reach 
their destination, 
and answers come back. 
I imagine them flying over the heads 
of border guards and barbed wire, 
over bricks and Kremlin towers, 
red flags, and jowly Communist faces
to where there are people really allve. 

Mrs. Branfman lives in Denm'r. This is her firsl appearance in JO. 

The Jewish Observer I Nopember, 1983 

I saw Mila's name and address on a llst 
of those who learn Hebrew together 
in secret. 

She refuses to forget 
that her grandfather had a name llke 
Moshe or Eleazar, and perhaps 
she keeps hidden a prayer book, 
a Kiddush cup, or the worn straps of his Tefillin. 

I haven't heard yet, but I write again 
simply to bring her news 
of Rosh Hashonah. 
When I pray to G-d 
I never know if I've said the right thing, 
or even that my prayers have gone up. 
As a Jew, I'm used to it-
sending letters and prayers 
without knowing for sure. 

EMPIRE KOSHER POULTRY & FOODS ARE PROUDLY 
DISTRIBUTED BY: 

SEGAL KOSHER MARKET Phoeni~.Arz. (602)277-5769 

WEST PICO POULTRY LosAngeles.Cal. (213)933-8283 

J.A. SHAROFF & CO. Denver.Col. (303)294-0555 

COUNTY OIST.,INC. So. Windsor, Conn. (203)289-2767 

MENDELSON,INC. M1arn1 Beach, Fla. {305) 672-5800 

TROPIC !CE CO. Hialeah ,Fla.(305)624-5750 
OEST KOSHER SAUSAGE Chicago, Ill, (312)738-2100 
FORREST FOODS, !NC. Chicago, Ill. (312)348-4 100 
RS.ANDERSON CO . .!NC. Chicago,111 (312)545-7470 

UNITED POULTRY CO.Chicago.II! (312)421-6500 
NORTHEASTERN POUL TRY Sornervil!e,Mass. (617)868-9200 

POSNOCK KOSHER FOODS,INC .. Unden.N.J. (201)925-5400 
ROYAL FOODS Woodbridge,N.J. (201)636-0900 
WHITEROSE FROZEN FOODS Secaucus,N_J_ {201)656-6927 
GOLDEN SIMCHA POULTRY.INC. Brooklyn,N.Y. (212)253-7733 
HAGELU,INC. Albany.N.Y. (518)434-3354 

HOFFMAN POULTRY DIST.CO.JNC. Longlsland,N.Y. {212)898-1200 
METROPOLITAN FOOD SERVICE Bronx,N.Y. (212)893-3500 

SULLIVAN FOOD PRODUCTS HurteyviUe,N.Y. (914)434-7777 

WILL POULTRY CO. Buffalo,N.Y. (716)853-2000 

A&W FOODS Cleve!and.OHIO (216)431-8000 

WHITE POULTRY & MEAT Portland.Ore. (503) 233-7721 
BROOKS POULTRY Philadelphia,Pa. {215)465-3100 
CHARLES RITTER ,!NC. Philadelphia.Pa. (215)627-1100 

PHILADELPHIA POULTRY TERM.JNC. Philadelphia.Pa. {215)334-8900 

S. LUNDY'S & SONS Philadelphia Pa. (215) 627-2050 

SAMPO SALES Pittsburgh.Pa_ (412) 281-5674 

WEISS PACKING CO..INC. Donora,Pa. (412) 379-5500 
DEUGHT EGG FARMS.INC. Memphis, Tenn. (901)458-2681 
MARTINS POULTRY & EGG CO Houston.Tex. {713)869-2217 
BEST JO SALES Chesapeake.Va- (804) 424-7633 
TURNER & PEASE Seattle.Wash, (206)622-1783 
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Kedem Champagne, winner 
of gold and silver medals, 

will make your holidays sparkle 
even brighter. Brautifully 

gift boxed for 
added pleasure. 

Kedem Gift Box, featuring 
an international selection of kosher wines 

from four of the world's most fan1ous wine 
producing regions. It's a unique, 

delicious gift that will 
win you compliments 

for good taste. 

Our light semi-sweet 
sparkling wine is rated 

"the best Asti" by leading 
wine experts. Now our 

sparkling new gift box makes 
the best even better. Sparkling 

Bartenura Asti Spumante, 
the great Italian 

Import. For Chanukah 
and any day you 

wish to celebrate. 

Alfasi Kosher 
Cream Sheny ... the 

gift from Spain for 
the holidays. Enrich the 

holidays with the full-bodied 
creamy smooth taste only 

a gre.at Sheriy can bring. Now our festive 
gift box makes it even more 

pleasurable to give or receive. 

INTERNATIONAL 
SELECTION Of WINES 

KE••EM® 
KEDEMIROYALWINECORP., NEWYORK. N.Y. @ 
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second looks 
at the jewish scene 

Dioxin Connection 
King Solomon knew it. Rabbi 

Yaakov Kranz, the Maggid of Dub
no, knew it. The Chofetz Chaim 
knew it. In fact, every effective 
rabbi, preacher and teacher knows 
it: Some concepts are too abstract 
for the average mind to compre
hend, too difficult for the ordinary 
heart to accept. A moshol_:an allegor
ical tale, drawing from daily life, 
building on the familiar, can put a 
concrete handle on a nebulous idea, 
so that even the more mundane 
amongst us can pick it up. Le 'moshol 

One of the most difficult concepts 
for the uninitiate to deal with is the 
stigma of p'gam and mamzeirus that 
affect children of an illicit union. 
Why, some ask, are children bur
dened with the sins of their elders? 
Moreover, the sinners themselves 
are often innocent of knowledge 
that their Reform document of di
vorce, for instance, is totally mean
ingless as a means of dissolving the 
previous marriage-the halachic 
equivalent of a mail-order driver's 
license. Why blame the partners in 
crime for what they did not know 
enough to avoid? After all, aren't 
they-and their defenders-acting 
on the conviction that love conquers 
all? And why should subsequent 
generations be forced to suffer? 

Marriage: a Blending of Souls 

Now, there are explanations that 
have made it clear that marriage is 
not just a contract for two people to 
set up house together. It is the 
blending of souls. Producing a child 

The Jewish Observer I Nooember, 1983 

is not simply a biological pheno
menon. The parents become part
ners with G-d in bringing a new 
neshama onto earth. They must be 
keenly aware of the spiritual sensi
tivities inherent in procreativity, and 
take special care not to violate them. 
... But this means catapulting a sin
cere but ignorant person from a 
familiar humanistic setting to alien 
spiritual realms where he has no 
foothold. 

How do we at least familiarize 
him with this strange terrain, and 
show that there are forces of im
mense potency that can be unleashed 
by well-meaning but ill-informed 
people? 

Recent events have provided us 
with the familiar to serve as a con
crete starting point for understand
ing the abstract-so convenient, in 
fact, that it almost seems contrived. 

Picture, if you will, a town near 
the honeymoon capital of America, 
Niagara Falls-situated on the-you 
guessed it, the Love Canal. Enter 
industrial wastes-the unavoidable 
pollution that is the byproduct of 
technological progress, which so 
alienates man from his spiritual! 
natural roots. Modern times, new 
values and mores, do have their by
products. Bury them in the ground, 
pave them under the asphalt, dump 
them in the river. They're out of 
sight, out of mind-but as potently 
destructive as ever .... 

Ten, twenty years later, families 
that had built homes along the Love 
Canal discovered that their children 
were suffering a much higher-than
usual incidence of birth deformities 

of the type that is associated with 
exposure to toxic wastes. Did the 
suffering children sin? Absolutely 
not. Were the families warned? No. 
Yet their unwitting indiscretion
blame it on the atmosphere, if you 
will-set into motion a chain of 
events with genetic ramifications 
for generations to come ... a stone's 
throw from Niagara Falls on the 
banks of the Love Canal. 

The daily newspapers can some
times offer a potent metaphor where 
a teacher, fearful of being too 
heavy-handed, just wouldn't dare. A 
moshol to bridge a gap in ability to 
cope. People may act in full inno
cence of what the results of their 
actions may be. But genetic cause 
and effect-on the spiritual level as 
on the biological level-take place 
regardless of motivation. iJ. 

~ov.S.~'"'~ ! , 

\~;:;;\'; CALL OR VISIT 

~~?>. BIG ;~PLE i 
~. ~:\copy <PRINTING CENTER j 

\j DIAGRA,).fs ;; 

Jl::o•~- ·"j 87 NASSAU STREET ~ 
~µ..~.~. = ... ~. ' Ji.-.--\ J 1COR ruLTON'' FUGHT UPI : 
'~·,='£\ .:__:~"'...J NEW YORK, N.Y. 10038 j 1\;J 962-4282 I 

1309 48 St., B'klyn, N.Y. 11219 
854-2911 
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Ive got a Money 
Market Fund. 
Thats a great idea. 
~ ..• ··•··· 

Ive got something 
better than a Money 
Market Fund. 

Enjoy GreateTFund Savings ... with the 
earning power of a Money Market 
Fund ... the safety of an insured savings 
account ... accessibility to check writing, 
in·person and telephone withdrawals 
and transfers. 

Earning Power. The GreaterFund 
Savings rate is higher than Money Market 
Funds and more than competitive with 
other banks. Rate changes weekly. Interest 
is compounded daily, credited monthly. 

Minimum balance of $2,500 must be 
maintained to earn the guaranteed rate. 

Thats a Greater Idea! 

.\ ~l/ 
.... J l/ ·. ·.···· 

·,y·., .. ,··-----~- .. -·_:. 

·S.,~·-...... ··--·~-,i··· ··.·.:J 

Otherwise, the account earns our N.O.W. 
rate {currently 51/4%) while the balance 
remains below the minimum. 

FDIC Insurance. Your GreaterFund 
Savings are fully protected up to $100,000. 

Your money when you need it. Here's 
where Greaterfund Savings really shines! 
While the law limits the number of checks 
you may write, we give you a special way 
to write more. Just call to make one trans
fer that covers your anticipated monthly 
expenses to yOur Greater N.O.W or Check
ing Account, and take it from there. 

Want unlimited checking? Ask about 
Greaterfund Checking. It's another 
Greater Idea that lets you write as many 
checks ... and make as many deposits or 
withdrawals as you wish. Just maintain a 
$2,500 minimum balance and you earn our 
GreaterFund Checking rate (somewhat less 
than GreaterFund Savings). More informa
tion on GreaterFund Savings, Checking or 
any account can be obtained from our 
Service Representatives at any branch, 
or call our Customer Service Department 
at (212) 965-7526. 

The Greater 
New York Savings Bank MLMBLH >I* 

·-- --- ~-- --
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Shmuel Cymerman 

The table is set and the family is ready to dine, but the bell rings. 
At the door stands a bearded man with a portfolio under his arm: 
the "meshulach." The following is the agonizing encounter, as 
recorded in 

The Diary of a ''Baal Agalla'' 
for a while during my stay in Bos

ton, I was what is popularly known 
as a "baal agalla." In the old country, 
that used to be a wagon driver, but 
the "driver" in today's Jewish com
munity is the man who brings to 
your home the travelling meshulach, 
an individual who represents some 
fine yeshiva or Jewish organization 
or project, and whose job it is to give 
as many members of far-off Jewish 
kehi//os as possible the opportunity to 
participate in the mitzva or fzedakka, or 
charity, or chizuk ha Torah . ... 

Over the last few years in Boston, 
we have raised the level of work of 
the driver to that of a science, keep
ing accurate lists of which baalei bal
fim were visited last week, etc., so 
that they get passed over next time 
in favor of providing a larger number 
of individuals the opportunity to 
share in this most important of mitz
vos. In general, our efforts seem to 
be paying off, as individuals who are 
approached less frequently give 
more each time, thus making a 
meshulach's valuable time more prof
itable. The donors seem to appre
ciate the savings of their own time, 
as well. 

To be sure, many baalei battim par
ticipate commendably, both in the 
size of their donations and in the 
felicity with which they receive the 

Mr. Cymerman leaches in Ahiezer in Brooklyn, 
and is a candidate for a doctorate in audiology. This 
article appeared in expanded form in the Boston Tor ah 
World. 
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meshulach; but, on the other hand, 
there are those whose actions are 
less than laudatory. May I set down 
some of my observations of the 
reactions of meshulachim immediately 
after they return to the car with a 
disappointed countenance? 

The long Wait 

More than once, I recall waiting a 
long time for my client to return. 
Visions of his having received a par
ticularly generous donation danced 
through my head, considering the 
amount of time he was absent. After 
all, we were parked outside the 
address of a prominent individual; 
but what went on inside was a different 
story: When the meshulach entered, 
the potential donor was on the phone 
and, noticing him and understand
ing very quickly what the visitor 
wanted, told him to sit down and 
wait. And so he waited-and waited 
and waited. When the 45 minute 
phone call ended, the man listened 
briefly to the meshulach's description 
of his worthy cause and then decided 
to give NOTHING! Considering the 
loss of themeshulach's time (when he 
could have collected quite a bit else
where), plus the amount he had to 
pay me for waiting, he and his cause 
took a tremendous loss because of 
this person's insensitivity. 

In an only slightly nicer vein is the 
frequent case where the baa/ ha-bayis, 
after giving his $5 donation, keeps 
the meshulach from leaving by insist-

ing he engage in conversation, story
telling, or reminiscing. It is nice to be 
pleasant to the meshulach, but each 
minute engaged in chit-chat means 
lost potential revenue. 

This does not mean, however, 
that being welcomed with a pleasant 
smile and a kind word is not impor
tant. No matter how much money is 
given, the job of meshulach is a hard 
and thankless one, and a warm 
reception with encouraging words 
gives him the chizuk to go on. A cup 
of coffee or a glass of soda or juice 
makes the visit really heartening. 111 
never forget the particularly 
thoughtful individual in Providence 
who not only made sure the hard
working meshulach was given a fast 
bite, but even brought out a cup of 
coffee to the poor driver, freezing in 
the car! 

"You're Not on My List" 

"You're not on my list/' say some 
well-heeled individuals, after listen
ing to the plight of a small organiza
tion which has not approached them 
before, as if to say, "If you're not big, 
you're not legitimate." (Incidentally, 
it can be the small mosdos, with no 
fancy public relations or expensive 
advertising apparatus, who need the 
money most and often accomplish 
more with each dollar they do get.) 
Tzedakka is not limited to what al
ways came before. 

"If you came with a driver, I won't 
give, because why should part of my 
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tzedakka dollar go to pay him?"-is 
another popular one. It must be 
understood that the meshulach is a 
businesman, a less-polished profes
sional fund-raiser, whose costs for a 
driver are no different from any 
other necessary business expense 
borne by larger groups, such as 
advertising, dinners, and so on. 

forget, conveniently or otherwise. If 
envelopes would work without per
sonal prodding, all a meshulach would 
have to do would be to buy a mailing 
list. 

"It is my supper time (learning 
time, conference time, etc.), come 
back later." A meshulach with an effi
cient driver moves around by geo
graphic area. To return to your 
neighborhood later would almost 
cost more than it is worth. Besides, 
primary collecting time is 6:00 to 
10:00 P.M. Somebody has to be 
visited during supper time. Would 
you prefer that he come when the 
man of the house is not home, or at 
midnight? Even your hot soup on a 
winter day won't get cold if you 
write out a check in two minutes. 

"I gave you last year," is also heard 
too frequently. There is a simple 
answer to that one: "Did you eat 
yesterday? Do you need more sus
tenance today?" 

If Envelopes Would Work ... 

"Leave me an envelope and I'll 
send it in." There are some who 
really do send in, but most persons 
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Guest of Honor 
Ralph Tawil 
Chesed Awardees 

Walter & Grace Kahn 
Dr. & Mrs. Myron Thurm 

Staff Service Awardee 

Y. Judith Bublick 
Grand Hvatt Ne-&J York 

Sundav, J)erember 18, 1983 

Dinner Chairrnan _· Morris Zakheim 
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OHEL CHILDREN'S HOME & FAMILY SERVICES 
· 4423 16rh Avenue. Brooklyn. NY. 11204 • (212) 851-6300 
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Remember, you have the soup to go 
back to-the meshulach has only to 
face the frost. 

As a final note, try to see the 
meshulach as a friend and as a guest, 
here to help you do mitzvos, rather 
than as your enemy. By helping him 
generously and graciously, you often 
can be credited with the mitzvos of 
hachnosas orchim, respect for the el
derly, chinuch for children (directly 
and indirectly) and, of course, tze
dakka. ~'I'. 

THE WORLD FAMOUS 
DIGEST OF MEFORSHIM 

,~~p7 in:- "t::i~'i' 

':"~T "'lV~~N 7~ib~ --i .,''Ml"f!i~ 
Available at 

LEKUTEI INC., cl o L Rosenberg 
10 West 47th Street, Room 702 

New York, N,Y,'10036 
(212) 719-1717 

20 Volumes on Torah, Perek. 
Medrash, Megilos attd Taln>ud. 

Proceeds of sales distributed among 
Yeshivos and used for reprinting 

of volumes out-of-print 
PRICE $7.50 PER VOLUME 

r incus Ma~del 
Cemetery Consultant 

Representative of Chevros 
j Kadisha in Jerusalem 
\ with karka on Har Hazaitim, San

hedria and Hat Hamnuchot; also 
sole agent for the "ADMAT KO
DESH" Cemetery in SEFAT, near 
the " TZJYON" of R'PINCHAS 
Ben Y AlR and MERON Cemetery, 
in the vicinity of the "OHEL" of 
R'SHJMON BAR YOCHAL Karka 
also available on all other COM
MUNITY-OWNED Cemeteries in 
Etetz Yisrael, controlled and main
tained by the CHEVRA KADISHA 
of the COMMUNITY ... Not a 
PRJV ATE LY -OWNED BUSI
NESS. 

1569 47th Street 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219 
Day and Night Phone 

(212) 855-5121 
Honesty - Integrity -

Responsibility 
Over 30 Years of Dedicated Service to 

the Orthodox Jewish Community 
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Frustration ••• 
.. , is fistening to a speaker 

express· his thoughts . . . . and 
not being able lo express you ts. 
It is having others represent 
you ... when, if you could only 
speak in public, you could do so 
much better; It is the feeling you 
get _when you. get up to speak 
... and all the words come out 
wrong. 

Publi.c speaking is an easily 
acquired skill.Most people can 
learn to overcome the "fear" of 
speaking in public after doing it 
a number of times. And since 
we provide an audience of stu
dents likeyourselL .. instead of 
fear and criticism, you get en
couragement and guidance. 

You don't need "natural abil
ity'' to become an effective 
speaker. In fact, most speakers 
have l_ear.ned the skill ... and so 
can you if you're ready to put in 
the modest effort reqlJirllQ. 

If you, your spouse, your son, 
or a friend can benefit from 
such a course, please contact: 
Mr. Avi. Shulman, 19 Grove 
Street 
Monsey, N.Y. {914) 356~1567. 

"Opportunities come most often to 
>--'--those who are prepared_"-~--' 

~ LOST 
I AND MUST BE FOUND 

\Thousands have been lost to cults, mission~r
ies, intermarriage, and assimilation. 

CHIZUK-an agency of Agudath Israel World 
Organization is doing something about it 
through outreach activities-adult study classes 
-seminars-campus programs-counseling
publications. 

We must expand our staff of volunteers and 
urgently need capable people who have a feel
ing for Kiruv, to help out in the following areas: 

• giving classes 
• campus activites 
e artwork 
• counseling 
• home hospitality program 
• office work 
e publications 
and more . 
• but mainly giving classes 

INTERESTED IN HELPING OUT 
OR IN MORE INFORMATION! 

CALL(212) 791-1848 

GET INVOLVED d!J;.~ 
' "The Torah Unk' ........ , .. ........,.,~, ......... ,_~·~ 

~·;...,~i.-s.-1 I N~wYotk,N.Y.1003!!/ 

OTLIN----. 
TO JERUSALEM 
In time ol illness, surgery or 
crisis, special prayers will be 
recited at the Western Wall and 
al our Yeshiva in Jerusalem. 

CALL 24 HOURS 
(212) 871-4111 

A FREE PUBLIC SERVICE OF 

The American Rabbi Meir 
Baal Haness Charity 

KOLEL AMERICA 
132 Nassau SI.• N.Y .. N.Y. 10038 

To Order Our Pushka, "A Segula 
For Good Health, Happiness And 
Success", Call (212) 871-4111. 

c2HATANA 
yALLEI(Y 

1163 EAST 10th STREET 
BETWEEN KAND L 

Jewish Books, Judaica, Taleisim, 
Mezuzos, Hebrew Clocks, Wall 
Plaques, Lucite, Jewelry, Personal~ 
ized Chala Covers, Talis Bags and 
Yarmelkas, Personalized ''Kosel'' 
Rings, Bracelets, Necklaces, 
And Much, Much More-
All at Super Discount Prices. 

Open Sunday and Wednesday 
11 :00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. 

or by appointment 252~1222 

Savta Simcha 
is here again! 

You loved her in Savta Simcha and 
the Incredible Shabbos Bag. You'll 
love her even more in SA VT A SIMCHA 
AND THE CINNAMON TREE! This time 
she's home at Three Rimon Road in the 
little stone house in the city of Jerusalem. 
Together with her twinkly-eyed brother 
Uncle Nechemya and a 
raggedy waif called Ezra. she 
flies non-stop through ninety- six 
pages of marvelous adventures 
in Yerushalayim Ir Hakodesh. 

SA VT A SIMCHA AND THE 
CINNAMON TREE-full of 
laughter, love and Torah lore, 
with page after page of 
delightful full-color pictures. 

SAVTA SIMCHA ANO 
THE CINNAMON TREE 
by Yatta Ganz 
illustrated by Bina Gewirtz 
hardcover $8 .95 

~ FELDHEIM 
1-'.l PUBLISHERS 
Young Readers Divisic•n 

" 

r ;;l;H;,M-;U~;;;;;- - - -
I 96 East Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10002 

I 
I 
I 

Please send me_ copy(ies) at $8.95 
of Savta Simcha and the Cinnamon Tree 

My check for$-.·~--- is enclosed 

I Name-------------

1 Address 

I 
Kindly add Sales Tax where apphcable 

1 
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NEWS FROM 
AGUDATH ISRAEL 

Compiled by 
The Office of Government 

and Public Affairs of 
Agudath Israel of America 

Rabbi Menachem Lubinsky, Director 

Agudath Israel Gains in 
Municipal Elections in IsraeL 

A record 76,000 votes were cast for Agu
dath Israel candidates in 50 cities, towns, and 
villages in the municipal elections in Israel. 
This represents 6,000 more votes than the 
Agudah accumulated in the last Knesset 

Donate your back issues 
of The Jewish Observer 

and Olomeinu to: 
Jewish Youth Library 

1353 51 Street 
j Brooklyn, NY 11219 L (212> 435-47i1 

!HOME 
!ATTENDANTS 

needed for 

HOUSEKEEPING AND 
PERSONAL CARE 

for the 

DISABLED AND 
HOMEBOUND 

good pay and benefits 
Soro Park, Bensonhurst and 

Flatbush Area 
full-time live in positions only 

Project OHR Inc. 
(Office for Homecare Referral) 
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1308-40th Street 
Brooklyn, NY 11218 

853-2700 

elections. Agudath Israel increased its repre
sentation in local municipalities by 35°/o. In 
Bnei Brak, the Agudah mayoral candidate, 
Moshe Irenstein, won an impressive victory. 
In Jerusalem, mote than 17,000 votes were 
cast for the Agudah's mayoral candidate. 

Perhaps the biggest gain in this latest municipal 
elrcfions was /\gudaih /srnel's new strength in smaller 
towns and Pillages, reflecting lhe expansion of Tornh 
life info t/iese communities. Towns like Arad, 
which were previously spirilual wastelands. elected 
religious representatives this lime around. While 
in most cases Agudath Israel ran ifs own slate of 
candidates, in some instances they were parf of a 
broader re/igiou; front. 

LEGISLATIVE ROUNDUP 

ERA 
A noted constitutional authority testified 

on behalf of Agudath Israel before a Senate 
committee, that congressional passage of an 
equal rights amen<l1nent would result in a 
military drafting of women. Professor Henry 
Monaghan of Columbia University School 

i'(i;;~;u~·~;~·"~ 
I ® ss4-os30 l 

: 
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~ Glatt Kosher Restaurant and 
& Delicatessen 
~ 884 Avenue of the Americas 
= between 31-32 Streets ~ 
~ New York City ~ 
~ complete fast-food line, over- ~ 
~ stuffed deli sandwiches, salads ~ e & parve menu g 
~Lreakfast • Lunch• Din~er 

Chassidlshe Shechita Only 

-Free Soda With thi• Coupon 

of Law told the Senate Judiciary Committee 
that if the ERA is ratified, it would "require a 
gender neutral draft." Agudath Israel's Com
mission on Legislation, led by Rabbi Herman 
Neuberger of Baltimore, mounted an in
tensive campaign against renewed efforts in 
the Congress to pass an ERA. The bill was 6 
votes short of the two-third majority re
quired for constitutional amendments. 

autocomp systems corp. 
THE 

FUifDBAISER ........................................................ 
A unique and comprehensive 
system of programs on state
of-the-art computer hardware 
designed specifically to meet 
the information handling needs 
of organizations at an afforda
ble price. 
The FUNDRAISER includes the 
following modules: 

Accounts receivable, accounts 
payable, general ledger, letter 
writing, tuition, yartzheit, exec
utive calendar, dinner-journal 
campaign (including table seat
ing). 
The FUNDRAISER 

• displays 20 records at a 
time on one screen 

• generates reports on the 
basis of 35 dynamic vari
ables 

• produces index and rolo
dex cards 

• personalized type-written 
letters (that include dollar 
amounts) 

Call Morris Weiswasser 
._ __ at (212) 484-0911 ___ _, 
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Tuition Tax Credit: 
A massive national campaign to win passage 
of Tuition Tax Credits in the senate was 
mounted by Agudath Israel's campaign to 
relieve independent education, which is led 
by Professor Larry Katz of Baltimore, Mary
land. Rabbi Menachem Lubinsky conferred 
with President Reagan in September about 
the prospects for Tuition Tax Credit and the 
administration maintained that Tuition Tax 
Credits would be on top of their legislative 
agenda. The bill was defeated in a mid~ 
November vote. 

New Jersey Autopsy Bill 
The newly organized Commission on Legislative 

and Civic Action of New Jersey reantly recorded 
another legislafive victory when the aHembly passed 
anti-autopsy measure. Governor Tom Kean has 
voiced his support for the legislalion. 

Illinois 
A comprehensive Kashrus law went into 

effect recently when GovPrnor James 
Thompson exercised an Amendatory Veto 
option. The law requires manufacturers of 
Kosher products to register the supervising 
rabbi or institution with the State, and pro
tect against mislabeling or the misuse of such 
terms as .. parrve. "The effort was spearheaded 
by Mendel Singer, Chairman of the Com
mission on Legislation and Civic Action of 
Agudath Israel of Illinois. 

Regents Exams 
Mathematics regents examinations which were 

scheduled to have been administered lo high school 
students on Friday afternoon January 27, 1984, will 
instead be given on Friday morning as a result of 
the intervention of the Commi55ion on Legislation 
and Civic Action of Agudaih Israel. 

Israel subscriptions 
can be handled di
rectly through our 
representative: The 
Jewish Observerc/o 
H. Teller/46-7 Maa
lot Dafna/ Arzei Hab
ira/Jerusalem/$20.00 
per year (10 issues) 
-brought to Eretz 
Yisroel by air freight. 
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Gov. Thompson of Ill., signing the bill permiflingSunday burials in his State-in the Te/she Yeshiva of Chicago. 
From /efl to right: Rabbi D. Keller, Rosh HaYeshiva; Gov. Thompson; St. Sen. Carroll; Chmn. of A.l. 
Legislation Commiflee, Mendel Singer. Among standing: Rabbi A. Ch. Uvine, Rosh Ha Yeshiva: Rabbi M. 
Katz: Mr. Leo Gluck; and Rabbi Y. Davis. 

GAN TORAH 
1611 BEACON STREET 

BROOKLINE MASS 02146 
617-738-0344 800-343-0470 

UNDER THE SPIRITUAL LEADERSHIP OF 
THE BOSTONER REBBE SHLITA 

FOUR EXCELLENT TEACHING 
POSITIONS 

AVAILABLE FOR 2 KOLLEL OR 
"KOLLEL TYPE" COUPLES AT GAN 

TORAH" IN BROOKLINE, 
MASSACHUSETTS FOR NURSERY, PRE

lA AND FIRST GRADE LIMUDEI 
KODESH AND ENGLISH SUBJECTS 

FRUM, WARM COMMUNITY, 
EXCELLENT SALARY OFFERED. 

EXPERIENCE REQUIRED 
CALL: 1-800-~43-4070 RABBI MA YER 

MazelTovto 
Mendel and Rifka Schechter 

A noted Askan, and Vice•President of Yeshiva and Mesivtli Rabbi Chaim Berfin 

on the marriage of their daughter 

Brachie. to Mendy 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Vitzchak Feldman 

ahd to the grandparents 
Mr. and Mrs. JudahL Falik 

and Mrs. Schechter 
May they b<I a. source of Ntich~s to you and Kial Yisroi!il 

Menachi!ln and Toby Shayovlch and family 
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NOW AVAILABLE ON AIRLINES, 
INCLUDING: 

IN HOSPITALS, HOMES FOR SENIOR CITIZENS AND HOTELS 

THE WORLD FAMOUS 

Which has provided the most deliciously prepared Glatt Kosher Foods for Generations 
through its many retail outlets 

·-

is proud to announce that now, for the first time we have available 

A FULL LINE OF GOURMET MEALS 
JUST HEAT AND SERVEi 

Remember: When flying (domestic or overseas), be sure to request 

kosher meals 

by name when purchasing your ticket and when confirming your flight. 

Our Glatt Kosher meals are prepared in a U.S. Government inspected kitchen under the 
strict RABBINICAL SUPERVISION of the GRAND RABBI OF NIRBATOR. 

272-1080 



Yeshiva Activity 
Nearly 80 yeshivos from the New York 

City Metropolitan Area participated in two 
seminars sponsored by the Legislative 
Commission. One on the Federal Chapter 
Two program of the Education Consolida
tion Improvement Act and the other on the 
State Mandated Services ... the commission 
successfully worked out a number of trans
portation problems for yeshivas during the 
early weeks of the new school season ... the 
Legislative Commission joined with otht'r 
non-public school representatives in efforts 
to lift an income restriction on yeshivos that 
participate in the Federal lunch program. 
efforts were mounted to counter a new New 
York State Regents action plan which would 
have serious consequences on yeshivas. 

Agudath Israel 
and the Shamir Government 

While the new government of Prime Min
ister Yitzchak Shamir was being formed, 
world-wide attention focused once again on 
the crucial role of Agudath Israel in the coa
lition building process. The Agudah de
manded and received guarantees from the 
new administration to fulfill the outstand
ing pledges that were made by Mr. Shamir's 
predecessors: namely, a commitment to at
tempt to amend the Law of Return, and pass
ing legislation imposing restrictions on ar
chaeologists in areas where ancient grave 
sites are known to exist. The Agudath Israel 
Knesset representatives were, of course, fol
lowing the directives of the Council of Torah 
Sages. 

New 30 pg. Booklet 

A Guide to the 
Highest (and 
Lower) Forms of 
Giving Charity. 
by Rabbi Moshe Goldberger ' 

$2.00 I 
Yeshiva Fund Box 82 
Staten Island, N.Y. 10309 

Also-Best Formula 
for Success: 
Bitochon 

$2.00 
Special: Both Booklets for 
$3.00 
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World Agudah Conference in Zurich 
European members of the Executive of 

Agudath Israel World Organization met in 
Zurich, Switzerland, on October 9-10, to 
map out a broad range of constructive pro
jects to lift the levels of Torah observance on 
the European continent. The conference was 
under the leadership of Rabbi Moshe Sherer, 
Chairman of the Agudath Israel World Or
ganization. Of particular interest were the 
resolution of the conference to upgrade the 
rescue network, which Agudath Israel main
tains on the European continent to help 

uprooted Jews and to bring succor to Jews in 
spiritually deprived areas. Rabbi Y.M. Ab
ramowitz of Jerusalem, Chairman of the 
World Agudah, joined Rabbi Sherer in chair
ing the session. 

Other resolutions adopted were the establishment of 
a fund bearing /he name of the famous Gateshead Rosh 
Yeshiva Rabbi Leib Gurwicz 7"~r, who was a presi
dium member of !he World Agudah, lo grant prizes lo 

Europtan yeshiPa students for achieoemenfs and "Chi
dushei Torah," plans lo expand the Daf Yomi, as well 
as "Outreach on Commilled Jews." 
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Oaf Yomi 
More than four hundred people partici

pated in the Siyum of Mesechtas Eiruvin at 
a celebration organized by the Oaf Yomi 
Commission of Agudath Israel of America, 
on October 13, at the Agudath Israel of Baro 
Park. The event also marked the SOth Yahr
zeit of the late Torah Sage, Rabbi Meir Sha
piro':'''"if, the Rosh Yeshiva of Chachmei Lub
lin in pre-war Europe who initiated the idea 
of a folio-a-day Talmud study program at a 
Knessia Gedola/World Congress of Agudath 
Israel, in 1923. 

Speakers at the Siyum included Rabbi Yis
roel Rokowsky, Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshiva 
Ohr Somayach, a lecturer on the Dial-A
Daf; Rabbi Yaakov Horowitz, Rav of the 
Tel she Alumni Minyan in Baro Park; Rabbi 
Moshe Lowe, the Chief Rabbi of Netanya, 
Israel; Rabbi Moshe Rottenberg, Rosh Ye
shiva of the Gerrer Mesivta Bais Yisroel; and 
Rabbi Cheskel Besser Chairman of the Oaf 
Yomi Commission of Agudath Israel. Rabbi 
Yaakov Kamenetzky, venerable member of 
the Moetzes Gedolei Ha Tor ah, greeted the 
gathering. 

i1'5li1 e~r, 

EV 7-1750 
111-:1i•C1~tl 'Cl'll>Uli"\'10t.' 

"Agudath Israel on the Air" 
Agudath Israel's weekly series of radio 

programs began its new season at a new 
time. The program, which airs on WE VD-FM 
(97.6) every Sunday at 12:45 P.M., features 
news and views from the Orthodox Jewish 
community, includes interviews with prom
inent Torah personalities, as well as high
lights of major events in the Torah world. 
The fifteen minute broadcasts are hosted 
alternately each week by Joseph Friedenson 
editor of Dos Yiddishe Vort, who moderates 
the Yiddish segment, and Rabbi Menachem 
Lubinsky, Director of Government and Pub
lic Affairs of Agudath Israel, who leads the 
English portion. 

Secretary Pierce at SBCO Dinner 
-where thr 700 leaders crf wmmuni/y, busrnrss, and 
industries heard Samuel R. Pierce, Secretary of 
US Department of Housing and Urban Dev
elopment, praise the efforts of Agudath 
Israel Southern Brooklyn Community Or
ganization al the agerify's suorid an11ual dinner, ori 
Oclcrbn 16. The ocrnsicr11 alebrnttd some crf SBCO's 
new l'rojrcts, such as West End Gardens, in Berra Park, 
and was also I he ocrnsion for the Secretary lo anncruncr 
the new Federal grant for fhe wnstrucfion of Webster 
Terrace-a prcrjected lwrlt'e-s/ory srnior citizen hous
ing complex on Ocmn Parkway. 

famous 
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the dairy restaurant 
222 West 72nd Street 

(212) 595-8487 
Cholov Yisroel - Shomer Shabbos 

Under the Supervision of K'hal Adath Jeshurun 

Open for Breakfast, Luncheon and Dinner 
Catering - Parties - Meetings 

Come To Formerly Kosher King 

~r£~.~t'Y 
Whitehead Ha11 Brooklyn College 

New York State 
Tuition Tax Deduction 

A team of attorneys from Agudath's Legislative 
Commission joined with alforneys of other faiths in 
drafling a new New York State tuition tax 
deduction or credit plan following the favourable 
decision of a similar plan in Minnesota. 

HebrewAcoi:teinyolClevelond.\:>t:it> 
llshes. o'IE'r 5Cl\Eouc9rionol. ll'E!frlS tor 
Hebrew Doy SchOOls; · 

5 ~~~,9~ 
A SCHOOL PAPER PUBLISHED 
BY THE ELEMENTARY STUDENTS 
or THE HEBi:l.Ew ACADEMY. 
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Bookstores & Organizations 
Order Today 

New, Just Off The Press! 

MITZVOS, 
MITZVOS 

EVERYWHERE IN 
MIDOSLAND 

Contact: Ahuva Mandelbaum 
1812 Fox Chase Rd. 
Philadelphia, PA 
19152 
(215) 725-7480 

MUSIC LESSONS 
IN YOUR OWN HOME 

PIANO-ACCORDION
TRUMPET-CLARINET 

EXPERIENCED AND 
LICENSED 

ZAVE COHEN, M.A. 
(212) 434-3540 
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RABBI SCHACH TO CHINUCH 
A TZMAI MISSION: 

"THIS IS THE HA TZOLAS 
NEFOSHOS or OUR 

GENERATION" 
For the first time in its thirty-year history a 

group of lay leaders of Chinuch Atzmai
Torah Schools participated in a Mission to 
Israel to meet with the Grdolti Yisroel who 
guide the Torah education system, with 
government officials who are involved in its 
development; and to visit schools and the 
organization's leaders. Somf' 45 leadlng mem
bers of the Torah community from America 
and other lands joined in the various events. 

The purpose of the mission, ac(ording to 
Rabbi Henach Cohen, Executive Director of 
Torah Schools for Israel, ;vas to observe the 
scope and needs of the Tor ah education net
work. He added that this Mission helped to 
reinforce the bridge of vested Interests that 
the Jt>wish community at large has in the 
devt>!opment of Torah education in Erflz Yis
ror/, while giving inspiration Jnd strength to 
the leadership in IsraPI of this multi-faceted 
chinurh network to continue and grow. 

Highlighting the two-week program was a 
luncheon reception in the Knt>sset dining 
room with the participation of leaders of the 
local religious community and government 
officials, held under the chairmanship of 
Knesset Member Rabbi Shlomo Lorincz, 
Chairman of its Finance Comn1ittee. Other 
events included visits to Grdo/ei Yisrorl in 
Jerusalem and Bnei Brak; a guided tour of 
Beth Lee hem and Hebron; visits to schools in 
Baylt Vegan, Katamon and Neve Yaakov, fol
lowed by a reception at the network's central 
headquarters in Jerusalem; and an assembly 
in Ashdod of 700 boy students from eighth 
grades from schools throughout the South
ern Schoo! District, followed by a dinner 
reception and a private tour of the seaport by 
one of the school parents. Co-chairmen of 
th€ mission were Amos Bunim of Far Rock
away and Leibush A. Elbogen of Kew Gardens 
Hills. 

A boy of a family of 10 souls 
was hit by a truck. Shomer 
Shabbos driver was not in
sured. Boy lost speech, is in 
wheel chair, mother depressed. 
Need is great. Kindly issue tax 
deductible check to Bikur 
Cholim Inc. and mail to: 

RABBI AVROHOM 
BLUMENKRANTZ 

814 Caffrey Ave. 
Far Rockaway, N.Y. 11691 
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Rabbi Shach with members of Chiriuch /Hzmai Missiari. 

Correcting Distortions 
on Nuclear freeze 

Agudath Israel issued a statement reject
ing the contention by the Synagogue Coun
cil of America that its position on a "Nuclear 
Freeze" represents the Orthodox Jewish 
community. Agudath Israe{ repeated the pol
icy statement that the organization had 
issued publicly last ApriL which called the 
position of the SCA and others "a misuse of 
Jewish tradition." 

Rabbi Mordulrni Waxman, President of !hr Syn
agog;u Council o( America said in Washington thal 
lhe Torah indudes ll declaration to "Choose lifr that 
you and your children may /foe." Agudalh Israel 
declared:"h is an oversimplification of Jewi.sh 
tradition to interpret reverence for life as an 
argument for a nuclear freez€. To the extent 
lhd fht quesr for peace wa~ the oii/y proprr b'1sis for 
ii1lrtJd1uir1g Jrwish tradition inlo /"hr tie bate for nudtar 
frea..e the argumenl was onr-Hded and out of wntr:rf. 

Who is lo say wlullier more nuc/et<r arms or Iota! 
disarmamrn! is /he llltimafr t'ehicle for peace."' 

Agudath Israel also blasted the SCA for 
claiming that the Synagogue Council is 
"representative of the Jewish religious com
munity." "The fact ls that the vast majority 
of Orthodox synagogues' rabbis and their 
constituents are not represented vvithin the 
Synagogue CounciL and the SCA has no 
right to continue to present itself as the 
spokesman for Orthodox Jewry on any issue, 
including the nudear freeze debate," the 
Agudath Israel statement declared, 

A similar lhtmr was stru(k in a join! statement by 
Aguda!h hrael of America and the N111ional Council 
of Young l~nwl, which 11/so rioinlrd lo the facl that lhr 
SCA was frnudu!rrtllyrlaiming lo represent Orthodox 
Jews when most Orthodox Jewish rabbis and inslifu
lions do 11oi brl011g lo SCA. 
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GUARbIAN Of JERUSALEM 
A century ago, Jerusalem be

came a battleground. Secularists, 
modernists, nationalists tried to 
change the nature of the Holy 
City. Defending the integrity and 
holiness of Jerusalem were the 
great gaonim and tzaddikim of the 
age - and their strong right hand 
was Rabbi Yosef Chaim Sonnen
feld, a profound and com
passionate scholar and leader who 
was to emerge as the Guardian of 
Jerusalem. 

Rabbi Sonnenfeld was in the 
forefront of this battle, as the 
"yishuv" struggled to maintain its 
identity against the forces of 
"progress," the British Mandate, 
and the secular Jewish Agency. 

Rabbi Sonnenfeld's biography includes glimpses of such major figures as 
the Ksav Sofer, R' Yehoshua Leib Diskin, R' Shmuel Salant, R' Moshe 
Blau and many others. 

Guardian of Jerusalem details the relationship between Rabbi 
Sonnenfeld and his great contemporary, a scholar and leader he revered 
but disagreed with, Rabbi Avraham Yitzchak Kook. 

To read his story is to love the man and to understand the era he helped 
shape and the city he loved. 

Adapted by Hillel Danziger from the three-volume Hebrew 
Ha'lsh al HaChomah by Rabbi Shlomo Zalman Sonnenfeld 

480 pages hardcover $15.95 pap_erback $12.95 
Available ar Hebrew bookstores or direct from publisher: 

·~ ~ /i[; I 1969 Coney Island Avenue I Brooklyn, N.Y. 11223 / (212) 339-1700 
Direct mall: Please add $1.95 per order for postage & handling; NYS residents add ~ppropriate sales tax 

Israeli distributor: ). Grossman-Mesorah Mafitzim I Rechov Bayit Vegan 90/5 I Jerusalem 
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